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ABSTRACT




The Simulation for Pediatric Assessment, Resuscitation, and Communication
(SPARC) group within the Department of Pediatrics at the University of Louisville,
was established to enhance the care of children by using simulation based educational
methodologies to improve patient safety and strengthen clinician-patient interactions.
After each simulation session, the physician must manually review and annotate the
recordings and then debrief the trainees. The physician responsible for the simulation
has recorded 100s of videos, and is seeking solutions that can automate the process.
This dissertation introduces our developed system for efficient segmentation
and semantic indexing of videos of medical simulations using machine learning meth-
ods. It provides the physician with automated tools to review important sections
of the simulation by identifying who spoke, when and what was his/her emotion.
Only audio information is extracted and analyzed because the quality of the image
recording is low and the visual environment is static for most parts. Our proposed
system includes four main components: preprocessing, speaker segmentation, speaker
v
identification, and emotion recognition. The preprocessing consists of first extracting
the audio component from the video recording. Then, extracting various low-level
audio features to detect and remove silence segments. We investigate and compare
two different approaches for this task. The first one is threshold-based and the sec-
ond one is classification-based. The second main component of the proposed system
consists of detecting speaker changing points for the purpose of segmenting the audio
stream. We propose two fusion methods for this task.
The speaker identification and emotion recognition components of our system
are designed to provide users the capability to browse the video and retrieve shots that
identify ”who spoke, when, and the speaker’s emotion” for further analysis. For this
component, we propose two feature representation methods that map audio segments
of arbitary length to a feature vector with fixed dimensions. The first one is based
on soft bag-of-word (BoW) feature representations. In particular, we define three
types of BoW that are based on crisp, fuzzy, and possibilistic voting. The second
feature representation is a generalization of the BoW and is based on Fisher Vector
(FV). FV uses the Fisher Kernel principle and combines the benefits of generative
and discriminative approaches. The proposed feature representations are used within
two learning frameworks. The first one is supervised learning and assumes that a
large collection of labeled training data is available. Within this framework, we use
standard classifiers including K-nearest neighbor (K-NN), support vector machine
(SVM), and Naive Bayes. The second framework is based on semi-supervised learn-
ing where only a limited amount of labeled training samples are available. We use an
approach that is based on label propagation.
Our proposed algorithms were evaluated using 15 medical simulation sessions.
vi
The results were analyzed and compared to those obtained using state-of-the-art al-
gorithms. We show that our proposed speech segmentation fusion algorithms and
feature mappings outperform existing methods. We also integrated all proposed al-
gorithms and developed a GUI prototype system for subjective evaluation. This
prototype processes medical simulation video and provides the user with a visual
summary of the different speech segments. It also allows the user to browse videos
and retrieve scenes that provide answers to semantic queries such as: who spoke and
when; who interrupted who? and what was the emotion of the speaker? The GUI
prototype can also provide summary statistics of each simulation video. Examples in-
clude: for how long did each person spoke? What is the longest uninterrupted speech
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Many studies have confirmed the volume − outcome principle, which states
that centers with higher volumes of a given condition typically have better outcomes
for that disorder. This phenomenon is of crucial importance in pediatric education,
as medical crises are rare events and thus, can generate potentially crippling anx-
iety when encountered. Medical simulations, where uncommon clinical situations
can be replicated for educational purposes, have proved to provide more consistent
training of clinicians. Consequently, the Simulation for Pediatric Assessment, Resus-
citation, and Communication (SPARC) group, within the Department of Pediatrics
at the University of Louisville, was established. The SPARC group is composed of
a multidisciplinary group of physicians, nurses, and respiratory therapists. It exists
to enhance the care of infants and children by using simulation-based educational
methodologies to improve patient safety, strengthen interdisciplinary and clinician-
patient interactions, engage in local and reginal outreach, and disseminate innovative
curricula. These sessions involve 4 to 9 people and last 20 minutes to one hour. They
are scheduled approximately twice per week and are recorded as video data.
During each session, the physician/instructor must manually review and anno-
tate the recording in real time and then debrief the trainees on the session immediately
following its resolution. This video debriefing is considered a crucial part of the edu-
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cational process as it allows participants to actively reflect on their performance and
potentiates behavioral changes. To date, however, this video data has gone largely
unused due to the labor-intensive nature of the manual review and segmentation pro-
cesses, as well as the difficulty in quickly identifying and moving to key images or
events. This effectively prevents the SPARC program from using one of their most
valuable educational tools most effectively.
Providing the physician with automated tools to segment, semantically index
and retrieve specific scenes from a large database of training sessions offers an inno-
vative solution to this issue by enabling him/her to immediately review important
sections of the training with the team. Thus, allowing the dissemination of more effi-
cient debriefing sessions with the team of trainees. A further benefit is the potential
to enable the rapid identification of similar circumstances in previously recorded ses-
sions (the SPARC program currently has over 90 sessions recorded in DVD format).
This would potentiate the discovery of critical similarities that are common across
training sessions that could then be used to predict outcome.
Such an innovation would also have repercussions far beyond the SPARC pro-
gram. As simulation becomes more entrenched into medical education, the need for
software that can automate crucial aspects of the process and free up instructor time
for more educationally useful activities will only rise. Currently, many smaller insti-
tutions are attempting to launch simulation programs with only minimal staff and
space. The SPARC program is an example of one such endeavor. Developing software
to enable the rapid segmentation of video data would enable offering better education
using fewer faculty instructors than have been needed in the past. In addition, many
hospitals that would benefit from simulation educational outreach programs but are
2
unable to provide their own simulation programs, would also benefit from such an
automated system.
At present, however, no software exists to enhance this process, and hence all
analysis is done by hand. The analysis tools we propose to develop would fill this
gap, allowing for greater analytical efficiency, potentially allowing information to be
delivered to code participants before their shift ends, when they would most signifi-
cantly benefit from it. In particular, we propose methods to automate the analysis
speech data in medical video simulations. These methods include speaker segmenta-
tion, speaker diarization, speaker recognition, and emotion recognition.
1.2 Contributions
This dissertation addresses the development of effective tools for the extrac-
tion, integration, analysis, and presentation of knowledge from large medical simu-
lation video data collections. Signal processing and machine learning techniques are
used to: (1) preprocess audio data, (2) partition audio stream into short segment
such that there is only one speaker per segment, (3) train a classifier to recognize
each speaker, (4) train a classifier to recognize the emotion of the speaker, and (5)
provide statistics that summarize the audio recording. A system that integrates these
steps will allow the physician to efficiently retrieve video shots that relate to ”who
spoke, when, and the emotion of the speaker”.
Our main contributions can be summarized as follows:
• We propose soft bag-of-word (BoW) feature representations of speech data for
speaker identification. In particular, we define three types of BoW that are
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based on crisp, fuzzy, and possibilistic voting. Instead of working directly in
the original spectral feature space, our soft BoW approach maps low-level au-
dio features to more meaningful histogram descriptors. The key advantage of
this representation is that speech segments of different lengths will be mapped
to feature vectors of equal dimensions. We show that using our mappings with
standard classifiers outperform existing methods for speaker and emotion recog-
nition.
• We propose a generalization of the BoW feature representation based on Fisher
Vector (FV) for speaker identification. FV uses the Fisher Kernel principle and
combines the benefits of generative and discriminative approaches by computing
the gradient of the sample log-likelihood with respect to the model parameters.
• We propose two fusion methods for speaker segmentation. We show that our
approach can detect more true speaker changing points.
• We adapted a semi-supervised learning algorithm and combined it with the pro-
posed Fisher Vector feature representation to develop a semi-supervised speaker
identification method. We show that, when labeled training data is limited, the
semi-supervised approach can improve the performance in speaker identifica-
tion.
• We apply the proposed soft BoW and FV feature representation approaches to
emotion recognition. This additional feature provides the physicians the ability
to retrieve speech segments from simulation videos based on emotion.
• We develop a graphical user interface (GUI) that combines all of the above
features and algorithms. Using this GUI, the physician can efficiently identify
who spoke and when. In addition, our system can extract useful statistics and
features in a completely unsupervised way. Examples include: for how long
4
did each person spoke? What is the longest uninterrupted speech segment? Is
there an unusual large number of pauses within the speech segment of a given
speaker?
The remainder of this dissertation is organized as follows. Chapter 2 provides
a review of some algorithms related to speech feature extraction, speaker segmen-
tation, and recognition. Chapter 3 introduces our proposed speaker segmentation
algorithms. Chapter 4 introduces our variations of the proposed bag-of-words feature
representations. In chapter 5, we introduce our proposed semi-supervised speaker
identification method, and in chapter 6 we provide experimental results of the pro-





In this chapter, we first provide an overview of a typical audio/speech data
analysis system. Then, we survey some existing algorithms for each component of
the system including feature extraction, speaker segmentation, and recognition. Fi-
nally, we outline some evaluation and comparison tools.
2.1 Overview of A Typical Speech Data Analysis System
In the last decades, researchers within the speech processing community have
proposed several algorithms for speech data analysis such as feature extraction, speaker
segmentation, speaker clustering, and speaker recognition, and have used them in var-
ious applications [1–11]. In addition to being used in speech processing tasks [12–14],
these algorithms have also been used in combination with video data for medical [15]
and security [16,17] applications.
Figure 2.1: Overview of a typical speech data analysis system.
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Figure 2.1 illustrates some components that may be included in a typical speech
analysis system. Common applications of speech data analysis include:
• Automatic transcription [1, 18]: This consists of an autonomous system for
transcribing radio and television broadcast news based on speech recognition
(speech to text) technology. In this application, speaker specific acoustic models
are used to improve the transcription accuracy.
• Audio or audio-visual archiving: This application involves storing and in-
dexing audio and video content in databases for content-based information re-
trieval [2,3,19]. In this application, speaker segmentation and feature extraction
are two important steps for organizing large audio and video data into semantic
categories.
• Speaker diarization: The objective of this application is to determine ”who
spoke and when”. Here, first speaker segmentation is used to segment the audio
sequence into segments, where each segment corresponds to only one speaker.
Then, clustering is used to identify clusters of segments. Ideally, each cluster
would include segments of only one speaker. Speaker diarization has also been
jointly used in speaker tracking applications [4, 5, 12–14,20].
• Audio classification [21, 22]: This application involves classifying utterances
into different audio types. Here, audio segmentation is first used to partition
the audio sequence into homogeneous segments. Then, a classifier is used to
annotate the audio type of each segment based on the extracted features. For
instance, an audio segment can be labeled as music, commercial, speech, envi-
ronmental background noise, or other acoustic types. Furthermore, the speech
segments can be classified into different speakers. This task is necessary for ef-
fective large vocabulary continuous speech recognition (LVCSR), which includes
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speaker identification, verification, or tracking [6]. Speech and speaker recogni-
tion can also be applied to content spoken document retrieval [10,11,23–28].
• Other applications: various other applications such as multimedia archive
management [2], dialogue detection in movies [29], social network analysis [30],
medical assessment (e.g. depression) [31], music information retrieval [32], and
audio characterization in security surveillance systems [33] use speaker seg-
mentation and feature extraction algorithms as preprocessing steps, and their
performance could be significantly affected by these algorithms.
The rest of this chapter outlines some algorithms for common speech data pro-
cessing and analysis tools.
2.2 Feature Representation
2.2.1 Feature Extraction
Audio is recorded, stored and represented by a digital waveform with ampli-
tude and sampling frequency. Let x[n] denote the nth sample of the digital wave and
let fs denote the sampling frequency. Usually, the frequency fs is set to 44.1kHz
and one second contains 44100 samples, and n varies from 1 to fs*(length of audio
segment in seconds). Thus, to represent few hours of recorded audio, the length of
the signal, x[n], would be too large. Consequently, instead of dealing with the raw
signal, audio features that can represent the audio stream by a lower dimensional
description that captures the salient features need to be extracted. Some commonly
used audio feature extraction methods are presented in the following subsections.
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2.2.1.1 Mel-Frequency Cepstral Coefficient (MFCC)
The human ear resolves frequencies non-linearly across the audio spectrum [34].
Initially, Audio Spectrum Envelope Descriptor (ASED), with log-scale bands [35], was
used to address this problem. However, the simple rectangular form filters used in
ASED do not match the human perception accurately. In [36], the authors introduced
the Mel frequency scale, which takes into account how humans perceive the difference
between sounds of different frequencies. As a reference point, the pitch of a 1 kHz
tone, 40 dB above the perceptual hearing threshold, is defined as 1000 Mels. Other
subjective pitch values are obtained by adjusting the frequency of a tone such that it
is half or twice the perceived pitch of a reference tone (with a known Mel-frequency).
The conversion between Hertz and Mel is given by:
m = 2595 log10(1 + f/700), (2.1)
where f is the frequency in Hertz and m is the frequency in Mels. The Mel-frequency
coefficients are derived from the short time power spectra, by filtering it with a bank
of Mel-scale filters. Fig. 2.2 illustrates the process of the MFCC feature extraction.
Figure 2.2: Different steps involved in extracting the MFCC features.
The Mel-filter bank amplitudes are highly correlated because of the overlap
between adjacent filters as shown in Fig. 2.3. Thus, a cepstral transformation is
used to reduce the dimensionality and dependency of the coefficients. Typically, the
9
Figure 2.3: A triangular Mel-filter bank.








(logSk ∗ cos[n(k − 0.5)π/K]), n = 1, ..., L (2.2)
In (2.2), K is the desired number of sub-bands, and LK is the desired length of the
cepstrum, Sk is the kth Mel-scale spectrum value, and cn is the nth MFCC coefficients.
The MFCC feature vector has been widely used in several applications, such
as speech recognition, audio retrieval, and classification [6,11,21,23,26,37–40]. It has
proved to be an excellent representation of the human voice and musical signals.
2.2.1.2 Perceptual Linear Prediction (PLP)
The PLP speech analysis technique [41] is based on the short-term spectrum
of the signal. Several variations of this representation, using psychophysically based
spectral transformations, have been proposed [41,42]. The PLP technique, like most
other short-term spectrum based techniques, can be unreliable when the short-term
spectral values are modified by the frequency response of the communication channel.
Recently, the relative spectra filtering (RASTA) PLP [42] was developed to make
the PLP more robust to linear spectral distortions. It is based on the observation
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that the human speech perception seems to be less sensitive to such steady-state
spectral factors. The different steps involved in extracting the RASTA-PLP features
are outlined below:
1. Compute the critical-band spectrum by discrete Fourier transform (DFT) and
take its logarithm.
2. RASTA processing: estimate the temporal derivative of the log critical-band
spectrum, y, using regression line:
y = ln(1 + Jx), (2.3)
where x is the auditory power spectral amplitude, J is a singal-dependent pos-
itive constant. The amplitude-warping transform is linear-like for J  1 and
logarithmic-like for J  1.
3. RASTA filtering: reintegrate the log critical-band temporal derivative using
a first order infinite impulse response (IIR) system. The whole reintegration
process is equivalent to a bandpass filtering of each frequency channel through
an IIR filter with a transfer function H(z):
H(z) = 0.1z4 ∗ 2 + z
−1 − z−3 − 2z−4
1− 0.98z−1
. (2.4)
The low cut-off frequency of the filter determines the fastest spectral change
of the log spectrum, while the high cut-off frequency determines the fastest
spectral change that is preserved. In (2.4), the low cut-off frequency is 0.26Hz.
The filter slope declines 6 dB/oct from 12.8Hz with sharp zeros at 28.9 and at
50Hz.
4. Transform the filtered speech representation through expanding static nonlin-
ear transformation and add the equal loudness curve and multiply by 0.33 to
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simulate the power law of hearing:
Φ(ω) = (E(ω)Ω(ω))0.33 (2.5)
where Ω(ω) is the IIR filtered spectrum, Φ(ω) is the power law of hearing, E(ω)
is a nonlinear transfer function with equal loudness curve and is defined as:
E(ω) =
(ω2 + 56.8 ∗ 106)ω4
(ω2 + 6.3 ∗ 106)2 ∗ (ω2 + 0.38 ∗ 109)
. (2.6)





To ensure the positivity of the processed power spectrum, the inverse transform





5. Take the inverse logarithm of this relative log spectrum followed by inverse
discrete Fourier transform (IDFT), to obtain a relative auditory spectrum.
6. Compute an all-pole model of this spectrum by using Levinson-Durbin recursion
algorithm [43] to obtain RASTA-PLP cepstral coefficients.
Fig. 2.4 illustrates the flowchart of the extraction of RASTA-PLP features.
Similar to the MFCC features, the PLP has also been widely used in audio
clustering and classification [24, 44]. It has proved to be an excellent representation
of the human voice and musical signals.
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Figure 2.4: Different steps involved in the extraction of RASTA-PLP features.
2.2.1.3 Short-Time Energy, Zero Crossing Rate, and Spectral Centroid
Typically, speech is a slowly varying signal, changing every 50-100ms. Thus, it
is common to process it in frames of about 10ms, during which the speech waveform
can be considered stable.





where w[n] is the Hamming window with 25ms width and 10ms sliding, Em is the
short-time energy at the mth Hamming window. The Hamming window is defined as:
w[n] =

0.54 + 0.46cos( 2πn




where N is the Hamming window width.
The zero crossing rate (ZCR) is another feature commonly-used in characteriz-
ing audio signals. It is computed by counting the number of times the audio waveform
crosses the zero axis, and normalizing it by the length of the input signal x[n] [45].










where N is the number of samples in x[n], fs is the sampling frequency, and sign(x)
is the signum function defined as:
sign(x) =

1 if x > 0
0 if x = 0
−1 if x < 0
(2.12)
The spectral centroid (SC) characterizes a spectrum of a digital signal. It
indicates where the ”center of mass” of the spectrum is [46]. Perceptually, SC has a
robust connection with the impression of ”brightness” of a sound. SC is calculated
as the weighted mean of the frequencies present in the signal, determined using a






In (2.13), f(n) represents the weighted frequency value of bin number n, and c(n)
denotes the center frequency of that bin.
The STE, ZCR, and SC features are effective for distinguishing between voiced
and unvoiced speech regions. Voiced regions have higher energies and lower zero cross-
ing rates than unvoiced regions.
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2.2.2 Feature Preprocessing
For many audio signals, especially speech streams, there exist silence sections
with various lengths. Usually, most segmentation algorithms segment the silence into
heterogeneous sub-segments and thus, increase the possibility of false alarms.
Due to background noise, signal interruption, or some other noise, the energy
of a silence window is not necessarily zero. Some methods use a background energy
threshold to detect and remove silence [47]. The first step in these methods is to com-
pute the Hamming energy for all frames and then get a sequence (f 1, f 2, ..., fNr , ...fn),
where f i represents the Hamming energy in the ith frame. Then, a threshold of the







In (2.14), E(f i) denotes the Hamming energy in frame f i, Nr denotes the number
of frames with the highest r percentage of Hamming energy. All values lower than
this threshold are considered as silence. After determining the threshold, all silence
features would be removed from the audio stream. The remaining speech features are
used to perform the segmentation procedure.
2.3 Speaker Segmentation
The architecture of a typical speaker segmentation system is illustrated in Fig.
2.5. It has five main components: feature representation, feature preprocessing, fea-
ture modeling, change point detection, and adjacent speech segment merging. These
components are described in the following subsections.
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Figure 2.5: Architecture of a typical speaker segmentation system.
2.3.1 Segmentation Algorithms
Previous work on speaker segmentation has focused on four main approaches:
decoder-guided [48], model-based [49], metric-based [50,51], and information criterion-
based [52–54].
In decoder-guided audio segmentation, first the input audio stream is decoded.
Then, the stream is cut at the silence locations that generated from the decoder to
produce the desired segments. Other information from the decoder, such as gender
information, could also be used for the segmentation. The limitation of this method
is that it can only detect change points at silence locations, which generally are not
directly connected with the acoustic changes of the speech signals [48].
In model-based segmentation methods, first a set of models is trained for dif-
ferent speakers. Then, a new speech segment is classified according to how it fits
the trained models. Various methods have been used to create training models. For
instance, the universal background model (UBM) [55] is trained by using a large
volume of speech data offline. An extension of the UBM uses two universal gender
models (UGM) that can discriminate between male and female speakers instead of
just one model [55]. Another model-based approach, called anchor model, projects
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speaker segments into a subspace of reference speakers [56]. The sample speaker
model (SSM) [55] learns a general speaker-independent model. Then it adapts the
general model to each speaker to learn speaker-dependent models. In addition to
the above methods, several model-based segmentation algorithms based on hidden
Markov models (HMMs) [1,57,58] or support vector machines (SVMs) [59] have been
proposed.
The third approach to speaker segmentation is metric-based. In this approach,
the audio stream is segmented by detecting the local minimum of a proper distance
between neighboring windows. Various metric based algorithms have been proposed.
Some of these are based on Kullback-Leibler divergence (KL or KL2) [52,55], and the
generalized likelihood ratio (GLR) [1, 55]. Others, are based on the Bhattacharyya
distance [60], or a weighted squared Euclidean distance, which updates the weights
by Fisher linear discriminant analysis [61].
Information criterion-based segmentation methods are similar to the GLR ap-
proach. They also consider the penalty in the segmentation procedure. The Delta
Bayesian information criterion (∆BIC) [53] is an example of such approach. It is
threshold-free, which makes it suitable for unknown acoustic conditions. The ∆BIC
based segmentation algorithm has been used in window-growing-based segmentation
(WinGrow) [53,62,63], fixed-size sliding window segmentation (FixSlid) [52,60,64–66],
two-pass distance-based BIC (DISTBIC) [67], and cross probabilities method (XBIC)
[68].
Some researchers use hybrid algorithms, where they first use metric-based seg-
mentation to create an initial set of speaker models, and then apply model-based
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techniques to refine the segmentation [57]. Another hybrid system, where the audio
stream is recursively divided into two sub-segments and speaker segmentation is ap-
plied to each segment independently, was proposed in [69]. In [1], two systems, LIA
(Laboratoire informatique d’Avignon) based on HMM and CLIPS (Communication
Langagiere et Interaction Personne-Systeme) based on BIC speaker segmentation, are
combined and followed by hierarchical clustering.
2.3.1.1 Chen’s Bayesian Information Criteria (ChenBIC) Based Over-
segmentation
In [53], the BIC algorithm was applied to perform speaker segmentation and
clustering. This approach models the input audio stream as a Gaussian process in
the cepstral space, and uses the maximum likelihood approach to detect turns of
the Gaussian process. The decision of a turn is based on the BIC. The BIC was also
used as a termination criterion in the hierarchical merging of audio segments. In other
words, two nodes can be merged only if the merging operation increases the BIC value.
As a model selection criterion, the ∆BIC is widely used in speaker segmenta-
tion [53,54,56]. It is defined as:













d(d+ 1)) logN (2.17)
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is a penalty term that reflects the model complexity. In (2.16), X = {xi ∈ Rd, i =
1, ..., Nx} and Y = {yj ∈ Rd, j = 1, ..., Ny} are feature vectors from two utter-
ances, and each one is modeled by a Gaussian distribution, i.e. X ∼ N(µx,Σx) and
Y ∼ N(µy,Σy). Similarly, Z = X∪Y, is modeled by a Gaussian, and Z ∼ N(µz,Σz).
In (2.17), d is the dimensionality of one feature vector, N = Nx + Ny is the number
of feature vectors (or audio frames) in Z.
The ∆BIC in (2.15) is basically a thresholding of the GLR with penalty P .
It could be viewed as a distance measure between two clusters. If two clusters, X
and Y, are similar and if merged into one cluster, Z, they could be approximated by
one Gaussian component, then, they are considered similar. The advantage of using
∆BIC as a distance is that the appropriate threshold could be easily designed by
adjusting the penalty factor λ.
While applying the ∆BIC criterion to detect one speaker changing point
(DOC) in the analysis window [a, b] (i.e. start from a to b), all ∆BIC values at time
t, for a < t < b, are computed using equation (2.15), where X is the segment from
window [a, t], and Y is the segment from window [t, b]. If the maximum of ∆BIC
values, which is located at t′, is larger than zero, then t′ is detected as one speaker
changing point. Fig. 2.6 (a) shows an example with all ∆BIC < 0 and no change
point detected, and Fig. 2.6 (b) shows an example with ∆BIC > 0 and one speaker
change point detected at a location.
The basic ChenBIC algorithm [53] that is used to detect multiple changing
points is outlined below:
Fig. 2.7 shows the details of ChenBIC speaker segmentation method for an
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Algorithm 2.1 Speaker Segmentation by ChenBIC algorithm
1: Initialize the interval window Wini = [a, b]
2: repeat
3: Detect whether there is one changing point in window [a, b] via the DOC
method
4: if no change in [a, b] then
5: let b = b+Wg, where Wg denotes the length of the window growing
6: else
7: let t be the detected changing point and set a = t, b = a+Wini
8: end if
9: until Reach the end of the audio stream
10: return changing points
(a) (b)
Figure 2.6: BIC curves of two uterances with: (a) no changing point, (b) one changing
point.
audio stream with 3 speakers denoted Seg1, Seg2, and Seg3. The goal is to detect
the change points P and Q. ChenBIC starts from Wini, usually set to 2s (a = 0,
b = 2). If no changes in the analysis window, the window size is grown by Wg. When
P is detected as a changing point, the window is slid to start from position P with
initial window size Wini and detect the next point. When the window size reaches
the maximum size Wmax, the whole analysis window will shift by Wg seconds. This
process if repeated until the next changing point Q is detected. Then, the algorithm
is reset to start from Q and detect the rest of the changing points in the audio.
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Figure 2.7: Diagram of WinGrow for speaker change detection.
The ChenBIC algorithm detects most change points even if they are not sig-
nificant, and typically, generates over-segmented results. It has quadratic complexity
that can be reduced by crude search without sacrificing the resolution.
2.3.1.2 Cheng’s Sequential Metric-based Segmentation (SeqBIC)
In [70], Cheng proposed a template-based multiple changing points’ detection
method, in which each change point has multiple chances to be detected by different
window sequences. At the beginning, the initial window is set to 12 seconds, when the
BIC value becomes positive at time tj, then the change point is refined by performing
BIC and relocated with the maximum BIC value at the range of [tj−2, tj+2]s. Then,
by shifting the analysis window, all possible change points are detected sequentially.
The details of the SeqBIC algorithm are outlined in Algorithm 2.2.
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Algorithm 2.2 Speaker Segmentation by SeqBIC algorithm
1: Set the initial window Wini = [a, b], a = 0, b = 12
2: repeat
3: Use a 2-second window of MFCC audio features as the template
4: Detect the first changing point in Wini by template-based BIC method
5: if no changing point is detected then
6: Change the template length to 3 seconds
7: Detect the first changing point in Wini by template-based BIC method
8: end if
9: if no changing point is detected in previous step then
10: Shift the window by 2 seconds, i.e. a = a+ 2, b = a+ 12,Wini = [a, b]
11: else
12: Let t be the detected changing point in Wini
13: Shift the window to t, i.e. a = t, b = a+ 12
14: end if
15: until all possible changing points are detected
16: return changing points
In SeqBIC, each speaker change point has multiple chances to be detected.
After ∆BIC curve is obtained, BIC-based algorithm is performed at tj ± 2 s to locate
the exact change point, and merge the false alarms.
2.3.1.3 Divided-and-Conquer (DAC) Strategies Based Speaker Segmen-
tation
Recently, Cheng [71] developed three BIC-based speaker segmentation algo-
rithms based on DAC strategies for detecting multiple change points in one analysis
window. All are modifications of Chen’s [53] BIC algorithm. These three methods,
DAC1, DAC2, and DAC3, assume that feature vectors from the different speakers
have different Gaussian distributions. These three algorithms are outlined below:
In general, when data samples are derived from more than one Gaussian dis-
tribution, two Gaussians fit the distribution of the data better than one Gaussian.
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Algorithm 2.3 Speaker Segmentation by DAC1 algorithm
1: Set the initial window Wini = [a, b], a = 0, b = 12
2: Detect a changing point in the analysis window W using Chen’s BIC over-
segmentation method
3: if no changing points are detected in W or the size of W is smaller than the
minimum length then
4: return changing points CP
5: else
6: repeat
7: (Divide Part) let t be the change point detected in step 1, divide W into
two sub-windows, W1 and W2, at t
8: Recursively compute CPW1 ← DAC1(W1); and CPW2 ← DAC1(W2)





10: until no changes detected
11: end if
12: return changing points CP
DAC1 can always detect the changing points while ∆BIC is positive. However, if
two or more segments in the analysis window are derived from the same speaker, the
performance of DAC1 declines. This is due to the fact that λ value in equation (2.17)
is variable for different audio stream and should be setup manually.
DAC2 overcomes the limitation caused by the difficulty of determining λ in
DAC1.
Algorithm 2.4 Speaker Segmentation by DAC2 algorithm
1: If the size of the analysis window W is smaller than minimum length then stop
and return; otherwise continue to step 2
2: (Divide Part) use Chen’s BIC method in W , let t be the time with largest ∆BIC
value; and divide W into two sub-windows, W1 and W2, at t
3: Recursively compute CPW1 ← DAC2(W1); and CPW2 ← DAC2(W2)
4: (Combine Part) if ∆BIC value in W1 and W2 at time t in step 2 is positive, then




CPW2; otherwise let X be the segment on the left of t in
W1 and Y be the segment on the right of t in W2, and if ∆BIC value of X
⋃
Y




CPW2, else it is not a change point,
and merge X and Y
5: return changing points CP
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DAC3 is developed based on FixSlid withGLR distance measurement method
instead of Chen’s BIC algorithm.
Algorithm 2.5 Speaker Segmentation by DAC3 algorithm
1: Initially obtain DPset = {DP1, ..., DPN} to be divide-points in W obtained from
FixSlid [52] with GLR distance method; GLRset = {GLR1, ..., GLRN} and
GLRi is GLR value at DPi
2: If DPset is empty, then stop and return; otherwise go to step 3
3: (Divide Part) let DPk be the point with maximum value in GLRset, and let t be
the time index of DPk, divide W into two sub-windows, W1 and W2, at t; and
then divide DPset into two sub-sets, DPset1 = {DP1, ..., DPk−1}, and DPset2 =
{DPk+1, ..., DPN}
4: Recursively compute CPW1 ← DAC3(W1, DPset1, GLRset1); and CPW2 ←
DAC3(W2, DPset2, GLRset2)
5: (Combine Part) let X be the segment on the left of t in W1 and Y be the segment
on the right of t in W2, and if ∆BIC value of X
⋃





CPW2, else it’s not a change point, and merge X and Y
6: return changing points CP
The major difference between DAC2 and DAC3 is that DAC2 detects chang-
ing points by Chen’s method in the Divide stage, and only the divide-points with
negative values calculated in the Divide stage are verified by segment merging based
on the values of their neighboring segments in the Combine stage. In contrast, DAC3
detects change points by verifying all the input divide-points indicated by FixSlid us-
ing segment merging. Both DAC2 and DAC3 find the change point in the Combine
stage.
In Fig. 2.8, the recursive tree for the DAC algorithms is illustrated. Each tree
node represents a divide point; the number inside the node indicates the order of the
division, while the number below the node indicates the order in Combine step. C2 is
first detected as a changing point, and then recursively detecting the changing points
on the left and the right of C2, and finally eight changing points detected, including
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real ones at C1 and C2, and other six false alarms.
Figure 2.8: Recursive tree that simulates the recursive process of the DAC algorithms.
2.3.1.4 Other Typical BIC-based Segmentation
In [67], a two-step segmentation technique, called distance-based BIC (DIST-
BIC), was proposed. First, a distance is used to determine potential speaker changing
points. Then, BIC is used to discard less likely changing points. Six metrics were
applied in this first step: GLR, Kullback-Leibler divergence, and four similarity mea-
sures derived from second-order statistics. In the second step, a BIC based validation
algorithm is applied on the local maxima of these metrics. A local maximum is
considered to be significant if:
|d(max)− d(minr)| > tdσ
|d(max)− d(minl)| > tdσ
(2.18)
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In (2.18), d is the distance, σ denotes the standard deviation of the distances d, td
is a threshold, and minr and minl are minimum to the left and to the right of the
maximum in d, d(max).
In [47], Wu and Hsieh proposed an algorithm that can detect multiple speaker
change points in one analysis window. First, silent parts are detected and deleted.
Then, the minimum description length (MDL) is used instead of the BIC to detect
change points. This approach uses multiple sets of features including the 12-order
MFCC and their corresponding first-order differences, the logarithmic energy, and
the first-order difference of the logarithmic energy.
A different unsupervised speaker segmentation approach that uses the Hotelling
T 2 statistic to pre-select candidate speaker change points was proposed in [62]. These
candidate points are then evaluated using the BIC. This approach also relies on a
variable-size window and frame skipping. For features, this algorithm uses frame en-
ergy, 12-order MFCC, and their first order differences. Combining the Hotelling T 2
and BIC have two main advantages: First, the two-stage processing reduces compu-
tation complexity; Second, it guarantees that the segments are not too short, and are
sufficient to estimate the model parameters.
Another interesting speaker segmentation algorithm was proposed in [57]. This
algorithm is hybrid and includes three main steps: First, T 2 statistics are computed
in a template window and a potential change point is detected by maximizing the
statistics. Each candidate change point is validated by the BIC. Second, hierarchical
clustering is performed by merging segments according to the difference of their BIC
values. Third, hidden Markov model (HMM) is performed on each cluster to estimate
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its model parameters. In [57], the authors showed that the hybrid algorithm is more
efficient than the metric-based algorithm.
Most current speaker segmentation algorithms suffer from the following limita-
tions. First, the audio stream used for segmentation should include only one speaker
at a time. If multiple speakers are speaking simultaneously, most algorithms would
be confused and cannot provide reasonable segmentation. Second, for window-based
algorithms, choosing the optimal template analysis window size is not trivial and can
have a significant effect. If the window size is too large, it may contain multiple
speaker changes. This would cause misdetection. On the other hand, if the size is too
small, it may not include enough features to obtain reasonable estimates of the model
parameters. Moreover, inaccurate model parameters would not allow the merging of
adjacent windows in the refinement stage.
2.3.2 Segment Feature Representation
2.3.2.1 Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM)
A GMM is a mixture of several Gaussian distributions and is used to esti-
mate the Probability Density Function (PDF) of a set of feature vectors. Given the





where x is a D-dimensional feature vector, M is the number of Gaussian components
in the GMM, ωi is the ith mixture weight satisfying the constraint
∑M
i=1 ωi = 1,








In (2.20), µi is the mean vector and Σi is the covariance matrix of the i
th component.
The parameters of a GMM λ = {ωi,µi,σi}Mi=1 can be learned through the well-known
expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm [72] by maximizing the likelihood of the
data.
Generally, the N observations, X = {x1, ...,xN}, where xi is ith feature vec-
tor, are assumed to be independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.). Thus, the





The GMM has been extensively used for acoustic/speaker modeling, especially
in text-independent speaker recognition applications [7, 39]. The GMM has several
properties that motivate its use for modeling individual speakers [73]. In particular,
1. GMM can be viewed as a probabilistic modeling of speaker dependent acoustic
classes with each Gaussian component corresponding to an acoustic class, such
as vowels, nasals, and fricatives etc.
2. GMM can approximate arbitrarily shaped densities using a finite number of
Gaussian basis functions.
2.3.2.2 GMM Adaptation
The universal background model (UBM) is an approach that uses all available
training data to learn the parameters of a single model [7, 74]. It is trained using a
considerable amount of speech data from a set of speakers. Thus, it represents the
main characteristics of the global speech signals. The UBM consists of a mixture of
M GMM, as defined in (4.15).
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Initially, a single speaker-independent UBM, λ0, is trained using all utterances
from all speakers in the training set. Then, for a particular utterance from a particular
speaker, a GMM λ is derived by updating λ0 using the maximum a posteriori (MAP)
procedure [7] outlined below:
1. Given a UBM λ0 = {ωoi ,µoi ,σoi}Mi=1, and a training utterance X = {xt}Tt=1,
where xt is a feature vector, and T is the number of feature vectors
2. Determine the probabilistic alignment of the training feature vectors into the






, for i = 1, ...,M, and t = 1, ..., T. (2.22)
In (2.22), p(i|xt) is the posterior probability of assigning a training feature
vector xt to the ith mixture component of the UBM λ0.






















+ (1− αi)ωi]τ, (2.26)





i + (1− γi)((σ0i )2 + (µ0i )2)− (µ1i )2 (2.28)
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where τ is a scaling factor computed over all adapted mixture weights to ensure
that they sum to one. The adaptation coefficients, {α, β, γ}, used in (2.26)-





where v ∈ {α, β, γ}, and rv is a fixed relevance factor for v.
2.3.3 Distance Measures
In general, hybrid stages could increase the reliability, robustness, and usabil-
ity of a speaker segmentation system. Typically, these methods use a coarse pre-
segmentation with relatively large windows. Then, they use a posterior processing
(refinement) stage to reduce the number of false alarms in the final segmentation.
Many postprocessing algorithms for merging adjacent similar speech segments have
been proposed. Some of these methods are based on BIC [47, 53, 62, 67]. Others, are
based on distance measures. Some of the typically used distances include Euclidean
distance, Minkowski distance, Earth Mover Distance (EMD) [75], and diffusion dis-
tance [76].
2.4 Speaker Recognition
General speech related recognition tasks involves three main categories: speech
recognition, speaker recognition, and language identification. Speech recognition [6],
also called speech to text (STT), converts spoken words to text. The second category,
speaker recognition [77] consists of validating the user’s identity through the charac-
teristics of his/her voice. In other words, speech recognition involves the recognition
of what is being said, and speaker recognition is the recognition of who is speaking.
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These two categories are sometimes referred to as voice recognition. The third cate-
gory, language identification, consists of discriminating between natural language and
speech content [78].
Speaker recognition encompasses both verification and identification [77]. Speaker
verification is to verify a person’s claimed identity from his/her voice. This is also
known as voice verification, speaker authentication, or talker verification. Speaker
identification, on the other hand, is to decide who the person is, or if the person is
unknown (in the open-set case). In our work, we focus on the speaker recognition (or
identification) task.
In the past decades, researchers have developed various methods for speaker
recognition, with a focus on algorithms for speaker modeling and classification. In
particular, Support vector machines (SVM) has been widely applied to speaker recog-
nition tasks, and various kernel methods have been proposed. For instance, Fisher
Kernels [79], GMM supervector kernels [80], MLLR kernels [81], and cluster adap-
tive training (CAT) kernels [82] have been proposed to map variable length speech
segments into a fixed dimensional representation for the purpose of classification.
An alternative approach, based on a logistic regression to train a suitable weighting
for each score for classification, was proposed in [83]. In [84], Longworth developed
a multiple kernel learning algorithm based on combining derivative and parametric
kernels for speaker verification. SVM kernel has also been used in [37], where a GMM-
supervector is used to characterize each speaker, and a GMM-UBM mean interval is
used to derive the GMM-UBM mean interval (GUMI) kernel and combine it with
SVM for speaker recognition. This approach uses a Bhattacharyya based GMM dis-
tance that combines both mean and covariance statistical dissimilarities.
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In [85], Kinnunen showed that using a standard discriminative classifier (GLDS-
SVM) in speaker verification, the GMM-UBM model is suitable for short segments,
while the vector quantization based UBM is suitable for long utterances. An audi-
tory based feature extraction algorithm for speaker identification was proposed in [38].
This feature is based on time-frequency transformation and a set of modules to sim-
ulate the signal processing functions in cochlear filter bank. In [86], Wang proposed
combining MFCC features and phase information for speaker identification. This sys-
tem selects feature frames and integrates them with mutual information for speaker
recognition. Feature frames are determined by the minimum-redundancy within se-
lected feature frames and their maximum-relevancy to the speaker models.
Speaker adaptation methods have also been widely used for speaker verifica-
tion and identification. For instance, Reynolds proposed a GMM method for speaker
recognition and a GMM adaptation, based on the UBM approach, for speaker veri-
fication [7, 39]. Various speaker adaptation methods, such as maximum a posteriori
(MAP), maximum likelihood linear regression (MLLR), and constrained MLLR for
SVM based speaker recognition were compared in [8]. In [22], Zhu proposed the
feature space maximum a posteriori linear regression (fMAPLR) and an SVM based
classification for speaker verification.
2.5 Bag-of-words Feature Representation
The bag-of-words model has been widely used in various applications, such as
document classification, computer vision, speech and speaker recognition. In docu-
ment classification, the feature is constructed based on the frequency of occurrence of
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each word [87]. Generally, there are two different models to represent the document.
One model uses a vector of binary attributes to indicate whether a word occurs or
does not occur in the document. This representation can be modeled as a multi-
variate Bernoulli distribution. Another model takes the number of word occurrences
into account, and represents the document by a sparse histogram of words frequen-
cies. This representation can be modeled as a multinomial model. For both models,
the Naive Bayes classifier is commonly used for classification.
In computer vision, a bag of visual words is a vector of frequency counts of a
vocabulary of local image features. It has been used mainly in image/video scenes
classification and retrieval [88, 89]. In [88], a “bag of key points” method was pro-
posed based on vector quantization of affine invariant descriptors of image patches.
Two different classifiers, Naive Bayes and SVM, were applied for semantic visual cat-
egories classification. Similarly, in [89], a set of viewpoint invariant region descriptors
were extracted to search and localize all the occurrences of a given query object in a
video. In this approach, a visual vocabulary was built through vector quantizing the
descriptors into clusters. Using standard indexing methods used in text retrieval, the
term frequency-inverse document frequency (TF-IDF) was computed and the cosine
similarity was used for retrieval.
The BoW has also been used for the analysis of speech data. In [90], the high-
frequency keywords (e.g. you know, um, right, etc.) were selected by computing the
frequent, reflexive words and word pairs, and modeling them via word-based HMM
models. Integrating this advantage of text-dependent modeling into the traditional
GMM-based text-independent speaker recognition was shown to improve the perfor-
mance. In [91], a bag-of-words (BoW)-style feature representation, which quantizes
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the observed direction of arrival (DOA) powers into discrete “word” samples, was
developed to solve the speaker-clustering problem. In this approach, a time-varying
probabilistic model was combined with the DOA information calculated from a mi-
crophone array to estimate the number and locations of the speakers.
Fisher Vector (FV) feature representation [92] is a generalization of the bag-
of-word approach, it was shown to achieve great performance in image classifica-
tion [92–95]. It is based on the Fisher Kernel principle [79]. Fisher kernel combines
the benefits of generative and discriminative approaches by computing the gradient
of the sample log-likelihood with respect to the model parameters.
2.6 Emotion Recognition
Emotion recognition is to recognize and interpret human emotions. It is an
interdisciplinary field spanning computer sciences, psychology, and cognitive science.
The motivation for this research is to simulate empathy, the machine should interpret
the emotional state of humans and give an appropriate response for these emotions.
Generally, a video recording might contain facial expressions, body posture
and gestures, speech, while other sensors detect emotional cues by directly measuring
physiological data, such as galvanic skin response, blood volume pulse, and facial
electromyography. It would be very useful for emotion recognition by extract mean-
ingful patterns from these different types of data. Also, some useful techniques can
be applied, e.g. speech recognition, natural language processing, facial expression
detection, etc.
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Usually, emotion/affect can be described by psychologists in terms of discrete
categories [96], which include happiness, sadness, fear, anger, disgust, and surprise.
The main advantage of a category representation is that people use this categorical
scheme to describe observed emotional displays in daily life. However, discrete lists
of emotions fail to describe the range of emotions that occur in natural communica-
tion settings. For example, although prototypical emotions are key points of emotion
reference, they cover a rather small part of our daily emotional displays.
In a video recording, facial expression and speech information are two most
direct ways we can obtain. Vision-based and audio-based emotion recognition have
been obtained great achievements in recent years, but still have large space to be
improved. Current techniques for the detection and tracking of facial expressions are
sensitive to head pose, clutter, and variations in lighting conditions, while current
techniques for speech processing are sensitive to auditory noise. Audio-visual fusion
can make use of the complementary information from these two channels.
Emotion recognition can be used in human computer interaction (HCI) scenar-
ios [96], potential commercial applications of automatic human emotion recognition
include systems for customer services, call centers, and intelligent automobile systems.
For example, an automatic service call center with an emotion detector would be able
to make an appropriate response or pass control over to human operators, while an
intelligent automobile system with a fatigue detector could monitor the vigilance of
the driver and apply an appropriate action to avoid accidents.
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2.7 Spoken Document Retrieval (SDR)
A spoken document retrieval system allows the user to browse, search and
retrieve speech information from a large database of speech signals. It presents the
output ordered by relevance to some textual queries [9]. Some systems combine im-
age retrieval, text retrieval, and video retrieval. These systems, called multimedia
information retrieval (MMIR), extract semantic information from multimedia (audio,
image, video etc.) data sources.
A typical SDR system has two main components. The first one is offline
and consists of populating and indexing the database. Here, audio streams are first
automatically or manually segmented and labeled. Then, an indexing structure is
created. The second component is online. Here, the user submits a query and the
system searches the indexed database and returns relevant audio segments.
Many methods for SDR have been developed in recent years. In [23], Li pre-
sented the nearest feature line (NFL) classification method for content-based audio
retrieval. In this system, information is represented by multiple prototypes per class,
and a nearest neighbor classifier is used. A different approach that uses the distance-
from-boundary (DFB) metric for audio retrieval was proposed in [10]. In this ap-
proach, first a boundary inside the query pattern location is obtained. Then, the
distance of all patterns in the database to this boundary are sorted. In [11], Kiranyaz
developed a generic and robust audio-based multimedia indexing and retrieval frame-
work that dynamically integrates audio feature extraction modules. This system also
uses high-level content classification and segmentation to improve the retrieval ac-
curacy. In [24], Kiranyaz proposed a fuzzy approach to multimedia retrieval where
the input audio is segmented and classified as speech, music, fuzzy, or silent. A
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browsing and retrieval system was proposed in [25]. This system uses a multiple
query strategy to combine audio and text and was applied to MIT spoken lecture
processing. In [26], Hansen et al. presented a comprehensive spoken document re-
trieval system, called ”SpeechFind”, which includes accent classification, document
expansion, speech recognition, speech segmentation, watermarking, and retrieval to
address the National Gallery of the Spoken Word (NGSW) problem. A multilevel
knowledge indexing and semantic verification method for SDR was proposed in [27].
This system uses three information sources: transcription data, keywords, and hy-
pernyms of the keywords. A semantic network with forward-backward propagation
is used for semantic verification of the retrieved documents. In [97], Lo developed a
multi-label learning method for audio tag annotation and retrieval. This approach
combines SVM and AdaBoost classifiers for tag classification, and applies probability
and ranking ensembles to annotate and retrieve. In [98], Pan proposed an interaction
strategy for SDR, which first retrieves results based on a short list of key terms pro-
vided by the user. This first step is modeled by a Markov decision process, and then
by reinforcement learning on the related key terms.
Similar to Spoken Document Retrieval, other systems such as music informa-
tion retrieval (MIR) [32], language identification and retrieval [40], use speaker/audio





Speaker segmentation is one of the most fundamental preprocessing steps in
speech data analysis. It consists of detecting speaker changing points in the speech
signal stream. Our goal is to maximize the detection of the true speaker changing
points while minimizing the number of false detections.
Even though, speaker segmentation has been investigated extensively, it re-
mains a challenging task. For instance, BIC [53] and related speaker segmentation
methods [70, 71] can provide good segmentation results, but they have some limita-
tions and challenges. First, these methods use a sliding window and are sensitive to
the size of this window. A small window will not mix different speakers in the same
segment. However, each segment may not have statistically sufficient samples to learn
the model parameters. Conversely, a large window will have enough samples. How-
ever, this may mix different speakers in the same segment making it harder to learn
model parameters that characterize each speaker. Second, a single distance metric
cannot detect all changing points while keeping the false alarm rate low.
To address these problems, in this chapter, we propose speaker segmentation
methods that consider multiple distance measures within the same analysis window
simultaneously and fuse their results. In particular, we propose two different ap-
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proaches. The first one fuses multiple extrema point sets generated by different
methods. The second approach performs the fusion at the distance level and gener-
ates a single set of extrema points.
3.2 Extrema Point-level Fusion
Similar to other metric-based speaker segmentation algorithms, our approach
segments an audio stream by processeing one interval window at a time. Typically,
the interval window is set to 12 second. Within each analysis window, we consider
different metrics to detect multiple sets of changing points. Suppose that we apply K
segmentation algorithms, Seg1, Seg2, ..., Segk. Each method uses a different metric
and generates one set of extrema points. The K sets are combined and similar points
are merged. Two points are considered similar and merged if they are detected within
0.5 sec from each other. Our proposed fusion approach uses multiple segmentation
algorithms with strict parameters. Consequently, each method detects only reliable
changing points with few false alarms. This setting may cause each method to miss
some true changing points. However, by combining all extrema point sets using a
union operator, the number of misdetection will be minimized. The proposed ex-
trema point-level fusion algorithm is outlined in Algorithm 3.1.
Figure 3.1 illustrates our proposed fusion method with a simple example. In
this case, the speech signal contains four actual changing points marked as C, D,
E, and F with vertical dash lines. We use K = 3 segmentation algorithms: T 2 [62],
BIC [53], and KL2 [52]. The T 2 [62] method detected changing points at C, E, and F
position. BIC [53] detected two changing points at C and D location, while KL2 [52]
detected 5 points at A, B, D, E, and F. Thus, T 2 failed to detect point D, BIC missed
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points E and F, and KL2 missed point C, and detected 2 false alarms at A and C.
As it can be seen, none of these methods detected many false alarms, and some of
them missed few true changing points. The union of all changing points is {A, B, C,
D, E, F}. Due to the fact that B and C are close to each other, and two algorithms
detected C, point B is merged with point C. Also, since point A was detected at the
very beginning of the speech signal, it can be eliminated using a heuristic constraint
that any speaker changes should occur at least 1 second into the speech. Thus, the
final changing points detected by our extrema point-level fusion are {C, D, E, F}.
Figure 3.1: Speaker changing points detected by BIC, KL, and T 2 algorithms. Cir-
cled points are the true change points.
3.3 Distance-level Fusion
Our second segmentation approach is based on fusion of different methods at
the distance level. This approach, called distance level fusion, is similar to the ex-
trema point-level fusion in the sense that it relies on different methods to generate
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Algorithm 3.1 Extrema point-level fusion
1: Initialize the interval window Wini = [a, b], e.g. a = 0, b = 12sec
2: Initialize the length of the window growing Wg, e.g. Wg = 6sec
3: repeat
4: Detect changing points in window [a, b] by different algorithms (e.g. BIC,
KL, T 2)
5: if no changes in window [a, b] then
6: b = b+Wg
7: else
8: for each segmentation algorithm k do
9: tSegk : the detected changing points by Segk
10: end for





12: New starting position a is set to the last changing position detected pre-
viously, a = tlast
13: b = a+ length(Wini)
14: end if
15: until reach the end of the audio stream
16: return changing points
multiple hypothesis. However, instead of merging all changing points detected by
each algorithm, fusion is performed at an earlier stage. First, the distance curves
are normalized to have the same scale. Then, the distances are averaged to produce
one simple distance curve. Finally, one set of extrema points is detected from the
average distance curve. The details of the Distance level fusion algorithm is outlined
in Algorithm 3.2.
Figure 3.2 illustrates the proposed distance level fusion for speech segmenta-
tion using the same signal used in Figure 3.1. In this case, the distance curves are
normalized to have range values within [0, 1]. As it can be seen, extrema points that
are consistent in multiple distance curves would also persist in the average distance
curve. In this case, the fusion missed true changing point F and the two false alarms
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at A and B. This behavior is also observed on other longer speech segments. In other
words, the distance level fusion has the ability to reduce the false alarms at the risk
of missing true changing points.
Figure 3.2: Distance curves for speaker changing points detection by BIC, KL, T 2
and the proposed distance level fusion.
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Algorithm 3.2 Distance level fusion
1: Initialize the interval window Wini = [a, b], e.g. a = 0, b = 12sec
2: Use a 2-second window of MFCC audio features as the template
3: Initialize the sliding step of the window Wslide = 5sec
4: Initialize two windows: w1 = [a, t] and w2 = [t, b], a < t < b
5: repeat
6: for each segmentation algorithm k do
7: Compute the distance curve dSegk(w1, w2)





11: Compute the fusion distance curve, dfusion, using
12: dfusion(w1, w2) =
∑K




14: Detect local maxima points that are larger than a threshold as potential chang-
ing points
15: a = a+Wslide
16: b = a+ length(Wini)
17: until reach the end of the audio stream





A speaker identification system allows physicians to identify and retrieve speech
segments of a given speaker from a large simulation video database. As shown in Fig.
4.1, a typical speaker identification system has two main components: offline training
and online testing. In the offline training phase, first the audio streams are extracted
from the training videos and processed by the speaker segmentation component. Sec-
ond, the user assigns a class label (speaker) to each segment. Then, features are
extracted from each segment. Finally, using features from all labeled segments, a
classifier is trained to discriminate between segments that originated from different
speakers.
In the online testing phase, the input consists of an unlabeled video recording.
First, the audio component is extracted and segmented. Then, each segment is la-
beled by the classifier in a completely unsupervised way. As a result, the system will
identify ”who spoke and when”.
Feature extraction is one of the most important and critical component of the
speaker identification system. A good feature representation can improve the classi-
fication accuracy. Feature extraction and representation for speech data analysis is
a challenging task. In fact, existing feature representation and speaker identification
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Figure 4.1: An overview of the speaker identification component of the proposed
system.
algorithms [7, 39, 77, 80, 99] did not provide satisfactory performance on our consid-
ered application for the following reasons. First, different segments can have different
lengths and they need to be mapped to features of equal sizes. Second, a conversation
in one segment can have many interruptions. Thus, feature representation needs to
be robust ignoring small segments not spoken by the main speaker. Third, speech
signals tend to be too noisy when only one fixed microphone is used for all speakers.
In this chapter, we propose feature representation approaches to address these
limitations. Specifically, we propose soft bag-of-word (BoW) feature representations
of speech data for speaker identification. We define three types of BoW that are based
on crisp, fuzzy, and possibilistic voting. Instead of working directly in the original
spectral feature space, our soft BoW approach maps low-level audio features to more
meaningful and interpretable histogram descriptors. Furthermore, we propose a gen-
eralization of the BoW feature representation based on an adaption of Fisher Vectors
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(FV) to audio data. FV has achieved great performance in image classification [92].
It is based on the Fisher Kernel principle and it combines the benefits of generative
and discriminative approaches by computing the gradient of the sample log-likelihood
with respect to the model parameters.
4.2 Soft Bag-of-words Feature Representation
Inspired by the bag-of-word (BoW) feature representation methods in docu-
ment classification [87] and computer vision [88], we propose a generalization of this
representation that transforms low-level audio streams to more meaningful feature
descriptors using two main steps: (1) vocabulary construction; and (2) membership
mapping and histogram-based feature construction.
4.2.1 Visual Vocabulary Construction
We assume that we have S speakers and that for each speaker i we have a train-
ing set, X i = {xij|j = 1, ..., N i}, of N i low-level features. Each feature, xij ∈ <D, is
a Dth dimensional vector extracted from the jth utterance of the ith speaker.
The first step consists of summarizing each Xi by a set of representative pro-
totypes {pi1,pi2, ...,piKi}. This quantization step is achieved by partitioning Xi into
Ki clusters and letting pik be the centroid of the k
th partition. Any clustering algo-
rithm can be used for this task. In our work, we use the Fuzzy C-means (FCM) [100]
algorithm. The FCM partitions the N i samples into Ki clusters by minimizing the













t) refers to the Euclidean distance between feature x
i
j and
prototype of cluster t, pit. U = [µtj] represents the membership of x
i
j in cluster t [101]
and satisfies the constraints:  µtj ∈ [0, 1],∑Ki
t=1 µtj = 1
(4.2)
After clustering, we obtain a set of Ki prototypes for each speaker class i. Since
the prototypes of each speaker were generated independently, some of them may be
similar. To reduce the computational complexity of subsequent steps, we reduce the
number of prototypes by identifying similar ones and merging them. We use Hopkins









Pairs of prototypes where D(pi,pj) is less than a threshold will be merged.
Let K ′ be the total number of prototypes after merging similar ones. Each pro-
totype pk is a representative of cluster ck that summarizes a group of similar speech
segments. Let σk be the variance of all features xj assigned to cluster ck. Compared
to the traditional bag-of-word approach, each cluster can be regarded as a “word”.
4.2.2 Membership Mapping and Feature Representation
Instead of using the original feature space X, we map it to a new space H
characterized by the K ′ clusters that capture the characteristics of the training data.
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This mapping is defined as
F : x −→H
F (xj) = [f1(xj), ..., fK′(xj)] (4.4)
In (4.4), fi(xj) ∈ [0, 1] is the mapping of feature xj with respect to cluster i. This
mapping can be crisp, fuzzy, or possibilistic.
4.2.3 Crisp Mapping
In crisp mapping, each feature vector xj is assigned a binary membership value
to each “word” i based on its relative distances to all words. This mapping considers
only the closest word (i.e. prototype) to word i and is defined as:
f ci (xj) =

1 if i = argmin
k
‖ xj − pk ‖2
0 otherwise
(4.5)
This mapping is used in the standard BoW approach [88]. It is reasonable if xj
is close to one word and far from the other words. However, if xj is close to multiple
words (i.e., xj is located close to the clusters’ boundaries), then, crisp mapping will
not preserve this information.
In addition to this standard binary voting, where each sample contributes to
each keyword with a binary value (1 if the keyword is the closest one to the sample
and 0 otherwise), we propose generalizations that use soft voting.
4.2.4 Fuzzy Mapping
Instead of using binary voting (as in eq. (4.5)), fuzzy mapping uses soft labels
to allow for partial or gradual membership values. This type of labeling offers a
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richer representation of belongingness and can handle uncertain cases. In particular,





f fi (xj) ∈ [0, 1]∑|K′|
i=1 f
f
i (xj) = 1
(4.6)
Many clustering algorithms use this type of labels to obtain a fuzzy partition.
In the proposed fuzzy BoW (F-BoW) approach, we use the memberships derived
within the Fuzzy C-Means (FCM) [100] algorithm, i.e.,









In (4.7), m ∈ (1,∞) is a constant that controls the degree of fuzziness, and Djt is the
distance between feature vector xj and the prototype summarizing cluster t. To take







where σ2tk is the variance of the kth feature of cluster t and D is the dimensionality
of the feature space.
4.2.5 Possibilistic Mapping
The fuzzy membership in (4.7) is a relative number that depends on the rel-
ative distance of xj to all prototypes. It does not distinguish between samples that
are equally close to multiple prototypes and samples that are equally far from all
prototypes.
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An alternative approach to generate soft labels is based on possibility theory
[101]. Possibilistic labeling relaxes the constraint in (4.6) that the memberships across
all words must sum to one. It assigns “typicality” values, fpi (xj), that do not consider





t (xj)  1, and if xj is typical of more than one cluster, we can have∑|K′|
t=1 f
p
t (xj) > 1. Many robust partitional clustering algorithms [103, 104] use this
type of labeling in each iteration. In this paper, we use the membership function










In (4.9), ηj is a cluster-dependent resolution/scale parameter [101], m ∈ (1,∞), and
Dji is as defined in (4.8).
Robust statistical estimators, such as M-estimators and W-estimators [105],
use this type of memberships to reduce the effect of noise and outliers.
4.3 Fisher Vector Feature Representation
Fisher Vector (FV) was proposed in [92] for fine-grained image data and is
based on the Fisher Kernel principle [79]. Fisher kernel combines the benefits of
generative and discriminative approaches by computing the gradient of the sample
log-likelihood with respect to the model parameters.
FV feature representation is a generalization of the bag-of-words approach and
has achieved great performance in image classification [92–95].
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4.3.1 Fisher Kernel and Fisher Vector
Let Z = [z1, z2, ..., zT ] be a sample of T observations and let uλ be a probability
density function with parameters λ = [λ1, ..., λM ] that models the generative process
of the elements of Z. The score function can be represented by the gradient of the
log-likelihood of the model [92] as:
GZλ = 5λ log uλ(Z) (4.10)
GZλ indicates how the parameters of the generative model uλ should be modified to
better fit the data Z.
The Fisher Kernel (FK) [79] uses the score function to define the similarity
between two samples Z and P as:











where Fλ denotes the Fisher Information Matrix (FIM) [92] and is defined as:






In (4.11), gZλ denotes the normalized gradient vector, also called the Fisher Vector
(FV) [92], of sample Z. Using Cholesky decomposition, F−1λ = Lλ




λ = Lλ5λ log uλ(Z). (4.13)
In the following, we adapt the FV feature representation to the problem of
speaker identification. We use it to map maps low-level audio features from multiple
small segments to a high dimensional vector.
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4.3.2 Fisher Vector Features for Speech Data
Assume that we have a training set X = {X1, ...,X t, ...,XT} of T speech
segments generated from S speakers. Each segment t is decomposed into N t small
overlapping window frames and a low-level feature xit (e.g. MFCC or PLP) is ex-
tracted from each frame. Thus, X t = {x1t , ...,xit...,xN
t
t } where xit is a D dimensional
feature vector.
Assuming that speech segments are independent, using (4.13), the FV for seg-




Lλ5λ log uλ(xit) (4.14)
In the following, we assume that uλ is modeled by a mixture of K Gaussian
components with parameters λ = {wk,µk,Σk, k = 1, ..., K}, where wk, µk and Σk
denote the mixture weights, mean vector, and covariance matrix of Gaussian k re-
spectively, and wk ≥ 0,
∑K



















(xit − µk)′Σk−1(xit − µk)} (4.16)
As in [92], we use the soft-max formalism [106] to ensure that the weights are





It can be shown [92] that the gradients of the parameters of the GMM are
given by:
5αk log uλ(xit) = γit(k)− wk, (4.18)
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In (4.18) - (4.20), γit(k) is the posterior probability of assigning feature vector









The parameter Lλ for the FV representation in (4.13) can be represent as the

































The final FV feature representation for a speech segment, X t is defined as





, ..., gXtαK , g
Xt
µ1
, ..., gXtµK , g
Xt
σ1
, ..., gXtσK ] (4.25)
In (4.22) - (4.24), gXtαk is a scalar, g
Xt
µk
and gXtσk are D dimensional vectors.
Thus, the dimension of the FV in (4.25) is (2D+ 1)K. One key advantage of the FV
feature representation is that each speech segment is mapped to a (2D+ 1)K dimen-
sional vector regardless of the duration of the segment. This is a desirable feature
since speech segmentation algorithms generate segments with variable size.
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4.4 Classification Algorithms for Speaker Identification
After feature mapping, each segment needs to be labeled using a classifier. In
the following, we outline classifiers that proved to be effective with our proposed BoW
and FV feature representations.
4.4.1 K-NN classifier
K-NN classifiers are appealing because of their simplicity, ability to model non-
parametric distributions, and theoretical optimality as the size of the training data
goes to infinity. A common drawback of the standard or crisp K-NN classification
rule [107] is that the K nearest training patterns are treated equally important in the
confidence assignment of the test pattern. This may degrade the classifier’s accuracy
in regions where patterns from different classes overlap. To overcome this limitation,
we use the fuzzy K-NN [108] where the confidence value assigned to pattern x in





In (4.26), µ̃i(yk) is a fuzzy membership assigned to each training sample yk in class





)× 0.49, if i = j
(ni
K
)× 0.49, if i 6= j
(4.27)
where ni denotes the number of neighbors of yk that belong to the i
th class, i.e.,∑C







In other words, the confidence value assigned to a test pattern depends on the mem-
bership degrees of the K-NNs and their relative proximity.
4.4.2 Naive Bayes Classifier
Assume that we have a set of labeled speech segments X = {X i}, C classes
[S1, ..., Sj, ..., SC ], and representative vocabularies (i.e. codebook or cluster centers)
V = {vt}. Let ft(X i) denotes the value in bin vt of the histogram representing segment
X i. To classify a new test sample, Xs, Bayes’ rule is applied and the maximum a
posteriori score is used for prediction. That is,





In (4.29), P (Sj) is the a priori probability of class Sj, and the class-conditional











In order to avoid the zero probability estimation in (4.30), the Laplace smooth-














4.4.3 Support Vector Machines (SVM) Classifier
The objective of the Support Vector Machine (SVM) classifier [109] is to find
the optimal hyperplane that is a function of the features (predictive variables), such
that samples on one side of the hyperplane are positive and negative on the other
side. SVM classifier is more efficient than other classifiers, in terms of system per-
formance, convergence during training and also the ability to give more accurate and
generalizable classifiers. In addition to performing linear classification, SVMs can
also efficiently perform a non-linear classification using the kernel trick, implicitly
mapping their inputs into high-dimensional feature spaces. It has been applied to
various classification tasks [37, 66,80,82,92,110–112].
The SVM classifier was initially designed for binary classification problems. It
has also been extended to multi-class classification [113]. Several methods construct
a multi-class classifier by combining several binary classifiers, e.g. ”one-against-all”,
”one-against-one”, and DAGSVM [114]. In this thesis, due to the limited size of train-
ing data for some speaker classes, we use ”one-against-all” SVM with linear kernel to





In supervised learning applications, such as speaker identification, all the train-
ing data need to be labeled. However, labeling speech data is a tedious and time
consuming task. It requires human segmentation and annotation, and may not be
practical for large scale datasets. In contrast, unlabeled speech data can be easily
generated in large quantity and can provide useful information.
Semi-supervised learning [115] is a class of algorithms that uses both labeled
and unlabeled data for learning. Typically, most of the data is unlabeled and only a
small subset is labeled and used to guide the learning process. Several semi-supervised
learning algorithms have been developed. Examples includes label propagation [116],
local and global consistency [117], graph kernels by spectral transforms [118], and
Gaussian field and Harmonic function [119].
In our proposed speaker segmentation and identification system, speech seg-
ments are automatically generated by the speaker segmentation component. Thus,
a large number of speech segments can be generated. Labeling each speech segment
is time consuming and may not be reliable as some segments can contain multiple
speakers (due to inaccurate segmentation). As an alternative to supervised learning,
we propose using a semi-supervised approach to build the speaker identification com-
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ponent of our system.
For each speaker present in the simulation session, we select only few segments
and label them. The remaining segments are used without labels. First, we extract
the Fisher Vector features as described in Chapter 4 to all labeled and unlabeled
segments. Then, we use the label propagation approach [116] to learn the speakers’
identity for the unlabeled speech segments as well as new test segments.
5.2 Label Propagation
Assume that we have a training set X = {X1, ...,X l,X l+1, ...,X l+u} of l + u
samples generated from S classes. EachX i is a D dimensional feature vector. Within
the training set X , we have l labeled samples XL = {X1, ...,X l} with labels YL
= {y1, ..., yl}. The remaining samples XU = {X l+1, ...,X l+u} are unlabeled. That is
their labels YU = {yl+1, ..., yl+u} are unobserved. Typically, only a small set of the
training data is labeled, that is l u.
The objective in semi-supervised learning is to learn the labels YU from X and
YL. This objective can be achieved using the label propagation algorithm [116]. This
algorithm is based on the assumption that data points that are close to each other
tend to have similar class labels.
5.2.1 Label Propagation Algorithm
A fully connected graph is created from the whole training set X . Each data
point is represented by a node in the graph. The weight connecting node i and j, wij,
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In (5.1), d2ij is a distance measure, usually Euclidean distance, between feature vectors
X i and Xj, and σ is a parameter that controls the rate of the decay.
The probabilistic transition matrix, T , is defined as:




Here, T is a (l + u) × (l + u) matrix, where element Tij denotes the probability to










For the labeled subset YL of the data, Yij = 1 if the class of X i is Sj and Yij = 0
otherwise. For the unlabeled subset, YU , the labels are initialized to arbitrary values.
The label propagation algorithm updates the label matrix Y using
Y ← T̄ Y (5.5)





The label propagation of the unlabeled component of Y is:
YU ← T̄uuYU + T̄ulYL (5.7)
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It can be shown [116] that the labels of the unlabeled data can be calculated using
YU = (I − T̄uu)−1T̄ulYL (5.8)
As it can be seen from (5.8), given a training dataset with partially labeled
samples, labels for the unlabeled subset can be learned in a direct and non-iterative
way. In the following, we will apply this label propagation algorithm to speech seg-
ments for the purpose of developing a speaker identification algorithm.
5.3 Speaker Identification with Label Propagation
Assume that we have a training set X = {X1, ...,X t, ...,XT} of T speech
segments generated from S speakers. Each segment t is decomposed into N t small
overlapping window frames and a low-level feature xit (e.g. MFCC or PLP) is ex-
tracted from each frame. Thus, X t = {x1t , ...,xit...,xN
t
t } where xit is a D dimensional
feature vector. Each speech segment can be represented by a feature matrix with
different number of columns.
In chapter 4, we proposed our soft bag-of-words feature representation and
the Fisher Vector (FV) representation methods. Both approaches map each speech
segment to a fixed dimensional vector regardless of the duration of the segment. This
is a desirable feature since speech segmentation algorithms generate segments with
variable size, and most learning algorithms require features of equal dimensions.
Given that only a small group of speech segments can be labeled within a rea-
sonable amount of time, we use the label propagation algorithm to generate labels for
the remaining speech segments. Our proposed semi-supervised speaker identification
with label propagation using the Fisher Vector representation has two main steps.
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First, FV features, as described in section 4.3.2, are constructed. Second, we apply
the label propagation algorithm to label the remaining data samples. The details of
the algorithm is outlined in Algorithm 5.1.
Algorithm 5.1 Fisher Vector-based Speaker Identification using Semi-supervised
Learning with Label Propagation
1: Given speech segments X = {X1, ...,X t, ...,XT}
2: Assume that a small subset of t segments are labeled. The remaining T−t samples
are unlabeled
3: Extract the low-level features (e.g. MFCC, PLP) for each X i
4: Initialize the number of Gaussian components, K, e.g. K = 100
5: Using all training features and (4.15), estimate the Gaussian parameters
6: for each speech segment X t do
7: Compute the FV feature representation, gXtλ in (4.25), based on equations
(4.14)-(4.24)
8: end for
9: Compute the pairwise similarity matrix W using equation (5.1)
10: Compute the probabilistic transition matrix T using equation (5.2)
11: Normalize T using (5.3)
12: Compute the Y matrix in equation (5.4)




EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
6.1 Data Collections
We use multiple data sets to validate our proposed algorithms, learn their op-
timal parameters, and compare them to existing algorithms. In particular, we use
recordings of 15 medical simulations. All videos contain 4 speakers, most of them are
female speakers. Three videos have low quality due to background noise and frequent
low pitch speech. Three other videos have good quality, where speech is clear. The
remaining 9 videos have fair quality with some noise and interruptions. Table 6.1
summarizes the characteristics of these video collections.
For training and evaluation purposes, each video is manually segmented and
analyzed to extract the ground truth by identifying the speaker change points and
labeling each segment according to the speaker. This process is tedious and may have
an up to 0.5s error tolerance, which can be ignored for the purpose of our experiments.
6.2 Data Preprocessing
The medical simulations used for our experiments are available in video format.
Currently, we only use the audio information to perform speaker segmentation and
recognition. This is because the video resolution is low. Moreover, most conversation
information is contained in the audio stream.
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TABLE 6.1
Data collections used to analyze and evaluate the various speaker segmenta-
tion/recognition algorithms.
Videos Lengths # of Speakers # Male # Female Audio Quality
Med1 6m35s 4 0 4 Fair
Med2 7m13s 4 1 3 Fair
Med3 10m20s 4 0 4 Fair
Med4 18m02s 4 1 3 Good
Med5 9m40s 4 0 4 Good
Med6 7m22s 4 0 4 Fair
Med7 10m16s 4 0 4 Fair
Med8 4m33s 4 0 4 Low
Med9 6m54s 4 1 3 Good
Med10 5m32s 4 1 3 Fair
Med11 6m43s 4 0 4 Low
Med12 7m45s 4 0 4 Fair
Med13 12m1s 4 1 3 Fair
Med14 5m34s 4 1 3 Fair
Med15 7m55s 4 0 4 Low
The recording of most of these simulations is very noisy. First, only one micro-
phone, placed in the middle of the room, is used. Additional noise can be attributed
to the frequent opening and closing of the door, walking around, and echo in the
room. Another noise source is caused by the electromagnetic interference in the mi-
crophone instrument. Thus, speech enhancement is needed. In all of our experiments,
we applied the spectral subtraction method [120] to reduce the noise and enhance the
speech information.
In the following, we outline our approach to preprocess the data and extract
useful features to achieve our objectives.
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6.3 Detection and Removal of Silence Segments
The recorded audio streams include many silence segments. These segments
can occur at the speaker change points and even within the same speaker’s segment.
They could affect the performance of speaker segmentation and other subsequent
steps. Therefore, it is necessary to detect and remove as many silence segments as
possible. We have implemented and compared two silence detection approaches. The
first one is threshold-based while the second one is classification-based.
6.3.1 Threshold-based Silence Detection
As mentioned earlier (section 2.2.2), short-time energy (STE) and spectral
centroid (SC) features are two of the most effective features in discriminating between
speech and silence [47]. Thus, we use these features in our proposed system. First, we
extract the STE feature (equation(2.9)) and the SC feature(equation(2.13)). Then, we
compute a threshold value for these features (using equation(2.14), where f i refers to
either the STE or SC feature). Audio segments where both the STE and SC features
are below the threshold are identified and considered as silence.
Fig. 6.1 uses a 17min audio stream to illustrate the threshold-based silence
detection. Fig. 6.1(a) shows the STE feature (in blue) computed using equation(2.9)
with a window size (variable x in equation(2.9)) of 20ms. The x-axis corresponds to
the frame number (50 frames in one second), and the y-axis denotes the STE value.
Typically, a moving average smoothing filter is applied to the STE to reduce noise
and variability. The red plot in Fig. 6.1(a) displays the filtered STE. Fig. 6.1(b)
shows the SC (in blue) computed using equation(2.13) with a window size (variable





Figure 6.1: Threshold-based Silence Detection. (a) original STE values (in blue) and
filtered STE values (in red) by a moving average smoothing; (b) original SC values
(in blue) and filtered SC values (in red) by a moving average smoothing; (c) silence
detection results, red represents speech sections and gray denotes detected silence.
y-axis denotes the SC value. Also, a moving average smoothing filter is applied to the
SC to reduce noise and variability. The red plot in Fig. 6.1(b) displays the filtered
SC. Based on the thresholds of STE (=0.003) and SC (=0.1), the silence detection
results are shown in Fig. 6.1(c), where the audio signal in red is the detected speech
component, while the gray color denotes the detected silence segments. A compari-
son of the segmented results in Fig. 6.1(c) to the ground truth shows that, for this
example, the STE and SC features were able to correctly detect the silence segments.
The STE and SC approaches are quite simple and efficient. In general, they
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can detect silence correctly when the audio stream contains little noise (or clear
background) and the speakers speak with little linking. If this is not the case, the
threshold would be affected by the noisy background, and the algorithms would mis-
classify some speech as silence. An example of this scenario is illustrated in Fig. 6.2.
Fig. 6.2(a) and 6.2(b) display the original and filtered STE and SC features of a
noisy audio stream. Fig. 6.2(c) displays the results where several speech segments
are misclassified as silence. In this figure, segments 1 and 3 are correctly classified as
silence. However, segments 2, 4, 5, and 6 are speech segments misclassified as silence.
For instance, segment 4 combines both speech and silence and fails to isolate silence.
Other situations that may lead to misclassification of speech as silence may include
audio segments where the whole utterance is too short, e.g. less than 2 seconds.
6.3.2 Classification-based Silence Detection
Another silence detection approach that we use in our proposed system is based
on pattern classification. In particular, we use a trainable support vector machine
(SVM) classifier [121]. For this approach, a labeled collection of silence utterances
and non-silence or speech utterances is used to train the classifier. For features, we
extract STE, ZCR and SC from each utterance. Even though many other features
could be used within this approach (for example, Pitch [122], Energy Entropy [123]),
our preliminary experiments have indicated that those three features are sufficient for
silence detection and more importantly are efficient to compute. Fig. 6.3 displays a
scatter plot of the STE, ZCR and SC features for a set of speech and silence segments.





Figure 6.2: An example where threshold-based silence detection methods perform
poorly.
Fig. 6.4 shows the detected silence segments using the classification-based
method for the same audio signal used in Fig. 6.1. For this noise-free audio segment,
the classification-based method, like the threshold-based method, detects all silence
segments correctly.
Fig. 6.5 and Fig. 6.6 provide detailed comparisons of the classification-based
method and the threshold-based method for two noisy audio streams. In Fig. 6.5(a)
and Fig. 6.6(a), blue boxes indicate speech segments that were misclassified as silence
and red boxes indicate correctly classified silence segments by the threshold based
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Figure 6.3: A scatter plot of the three features used to discriminate between silence
and speech audio segments.
Figure 6.4: Silence detection results based on SVM classification for the audio stream




Figure 6.5: Silence segments detected using (a) threshold-based method and (b)
classification-based method for noisy audio stream 1.
method. In Fig. 6.5(b) and Fig. 6.6(b), blue boxes indicate speech segments that
were misclassified as speech and red boxes indicate correctly classified silence segments
by the classification based method. First, we note that the threshold-based method
can detect most silence segments in the audio stream. Second, the classification-based
approach generates less false positives than the threshold-based approach. In our ap-
plication, the cost of misclassifying speech as silence is much higher than the cost
of not detecting silence. The reason is that undetected silence segments will be pro-
cessed by subsequent steps and their labels could change. On the other hand, speech
segments misclassified as silence will be deleted and the system cannot recover from
those errors. Therefore, in our experiments, we use the classification-based approach




Figure 6.6: Silence segments detected using (a) threshold-based method and (b)
classification-based method for noisy audio stream 2.
6.4 Feature Extraction and Mapping
6.4.1 Low-level Features
In our experiments, we use several low-level features, including Mel-Frequency
Cepstral Coefficient (MFCC) [36], Perceptual Linear Prediction (PLP) [41], linear
prediction cepstral coefficients (LPCC) [124], Gabor Filtering Cepstral Coefficient
(GFCC) [125], as well as the delta variations of these features [126], for speaker seg-
mentation, speaker identification, and emotion recognition tasks. For GFCC, instead
of using tensor decomposition as proposed in [125], we simply average all Gabor
filtered spectrum features along the scales and phases to reduce the computational
complexity. In particular, for a speech segment of arbitrary length, the signal is repre-
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sented as a one channel or two channels digital waveform with amplitude and sampling
frequency. To extract the low-level features, as described in section 2.2.1, the signal is
first decomposed into small frames using a 25ms analysis window with 10ms overlap.
Then, for each window, 12-dimension MFCC, PLP, LPCC, and GFCC features are
extracted. Audio segments of different size would results in different number of low-
level features. The flowchart of the feature extraction process is illustrated in Fig. 6.7.
Figure 6.7: Main steps involved in extracting low-level audio features.
6.4.2 Soft Bag-of-Words Feature Mapping
All low-level features extracted from one segment are mapped to a histogram
using our proposed BoW feature mapping, as described in section 4.2. Let W i be
the number of windows within a given segment i, and let xj be the low-level feature
(MFCC, PLP, LPCC, or GFCC) of each window j. First, we cluster the training
data using the Fuzzy C-means clustering algorithm [100] to find the optimal set of
prototypes. The initial number of clusters is set to K. After combining clusters from
all classes and merging similar ones, we obtain a total of K ′ clusters. Then, each
feature xj is mapped to a histogram hj with K
′ bins using crisp mapping (4.5), fuzzy
mapping (4.7), or possibilistic mapping (4.9). Finally, we compute the normalized









In the following, we use Med2 data to illustrate the process of our feature
mapping. Fig. 6.8 displays the histograms of 4 segments that belong to different
speakers before merging the prototypes. For this training data, when clustering the
four speakers’ segments (independently), we use K = 40, 20, 20, and 40 for speaker 1,
2, 3, and 4. respectively. The different number of clusters reflects the different num-
ber of training segments used for the four speakers. As it can be seen in Fig.6.8(a),
the main response to a test sample from speaker 1 is in the first 40 prototypes that
were learned from training data for this speaker. A similar behavior can be observed
for test samples from speakers 2, 3, and 4 as shown in Fig.6.8(b)-(d).
Fig. 6.9 displays the histograms of the 4 input segments in Fig.6.8 but af-
ter merging similar prototypes and reducing the initial 120 prototypes to K ′ = 100
prototypes. As it can seen, after merging, speaker 1 still has high response to the
first 27 prototypes, but also high response to prototypes 88 and 89. This is due to
the similarity of these prototypes to those from class 1 that got deleted. Similarly,
speaker 2 test segment has high response to the prototypes of speaker 2, and some
combined prototypes.
Once each segment, i, is represented by a BoW feature, it can be classified
using either a K-NN, SVM, or Naive Bayes (NB) classifier.
6.4.3 Fisher Vector Feature Mapping
Similar to the soft BoW feature mapping, Fisher Vector (FV) uses low-level
features (e.g. MFCC, PLP, and LPCC) from each speech segment in the training






Figure 6.8: Response of all prototypes (before merging) to 4 segments from different






Figure 6.9: Response of all prototypes (after merging) to 4 segments from different
speakers. (a) speaker 1, (b) speaker 2, (c) speaker 3, (d) speaker 4.
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The parameters of the Gaussian components are learned from the training data using
the EM algorithm. Then, for each speech segment X t, the FV feature represen-
tation, gXtλ defined in (4.25) is calculated using equations (4.14)-(4.24). The di-
mensionality of the constructed FV for each segment is 100(Gaussian components)∗
(12(dimensions for mean)+12(dimensions for diagonal covariance)+1(component weight)) =
2500.
Similar to BoW feature mapping, the FV feature representation also maps each
speech segment to a 2500 dimensional feature vector regardless of the duration of the
segment. Thus, a standard classifier, such as K-NN, or SVM, can be used to classify
the mapped FV features of speech segments that have different sizes.
6.5 Speaker Segmentation
As described in chapter 3, we proposed two approaches to speaker segmenta-
tions. These are the extrema point-level fusion and the distance level fusion. In this
chapter, these methods are evaluated using three independent speaker segmentation
methods: T 2 [62], BIC [53], and KL2 [52] with 12 dimensional MFCC features. Sim-
ilar to the ChenBIC [53] algorithm, both fusion methods require the specification
of 3 windows: initial window, growing window, an maximum window. Here, we fix
them to 2sec, 1sec, and 12sec, respectively.
For the extrema point-level fusion, as illustrated in Section 3.2, changing points
detected by the individual methods are merged together. This has a tendency to in-
crease the detection of more true changing points, but also increase the number of
false alarms. To reduce false alarms, we use a heuristic constraint that keeps only
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extrema points detected by at least 2 of the 3 speaker segmentation algorithms. Since
different algorithms may identify the same extrema points at different locations, we
assume that points detected within a 0.3 second from each other refer to the same
change point.
The distance level fusion method assigns a weight coefficient, ai, to each method
i. We optimize these coefficients using cross-validation sets. Using the constraints
that ai ∈ [0, 1] and
∑3
i=1 ai = 1, we try all possible combinations of ai with an incre-
ment of 0.1. We found that the values a1 = a2 = 0.3 and a3 = 0.4 produce the best
average performance across all validation datasets.
6.6 Speaker Identification
The proposed BoW and FV features were used to identify speakers using stan-
dard supervised learning with K-NN, SVM, and Naive Bayes (NB) classifiers.
We also use these features in a semi-supervised learning framework. In this
case, we assume that only a limited amount of labeled data is available and we use
both labeled and unlabeled data to build a classifier. We evaluate the proposed fea-
ture mappings within this framework as we vary the amount of labeled data. The




Similar to speaker identification, the proposed BoW and FV feature repre-
sentations are also applied to emotion recognition. The objective in this task is to
identify the speech emotion regardless of the identity of the speaker.
Since our medical simulation data is small and has no ground truth for emotion
classes, quantitative evaluation is not possible for this data. Thus, we use a exist-
ing emotion database (EMO-DB) to train and evaluate the emotion model using our
proposed feature representations. The emotion recognition results for our medical
simulation data can be evaluated qualitatively using our designed GUI.
6.8 Results and Analysis
6.8.1 Speaker Segmentation Algorithms Used for Comparison
To evaluate our proposed extrema point-level fusion (fusion-1) and distance
level fusion (fusion-2) methods, five state-of-the-art speaker segmentation methods
have been investigated and implemented for comparison purposes. These are Chen’s
BIC (ChenBIC) [53], sequential metric-based BIC (SeqBIC) [70], and three DAC-
based methods (DAC1, DAC2, and DAC3) [71]. All algorithms were compared
using the Mel-frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCC) [36], and the perceptual linear
prediction(PLP) [41]. We have also experimented with the delta variations of these
features [126].
All methods used for the comparison, including our proposed ones, are based
on the Bayesian Information Criteria (BIC). The computation of the BIC requires
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the specification of a parameter, λ, (refer to equation (2.17)). In general, the results
are sensitive to the selection of this parameter. Moreover, it is hard to fix it a priori.
Thus, in our experiments, we vary λ ∈ [0.5, 9] with a step of 0.1, and use the training
data to identify the optimal value for this parameter.
6.8.1.1 Speaker Identification Algorithms Used for Comparison
In speaker identification experiments, we compare the performance of our pro-
posed feature mapping methods: BoW (crisp, fuzzy, and possibilistic) and Fisher
Vector to two state-of-the-art methods: GMM-UBM [99] and GMM mean supervec-
tor [127]. For all features, we use either the K-NN classifier (SV-KNN) or the SVM
classifier (SV-SVM).
The GMM has been widely used [7,37,39,78,128] to represent the feature dis-
tribution of each speaker segment. In our experiemnts, the GMM model parameters,
i.e. mean, covariance, and weight of each Gaussian component, are estimated using
the EM algorithm [72]. Typically, more than 500 Gaussian components are needed to
model the distribution of one speech segment. This large number is reasonable when
the utterance is long (e.g. more than 3 minutes). However, when the segment is too
short (e.g. less than 20 seconds), 500 components are too many to model the distri-
bution of the features and may result in over-fitting. In fact, one Gaussian may be
enough to represent one short utterance that is less than 5 seconds. Therefore, since a
single number of Gaussian component needs to be fixed for all speech segments, choos-
ing the number of GMMs can be a critical factor when constructing the GMM models.
GMM-UBM [99], is an adaptation of the GMM method. It uses all training
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data (all classes) to train a universal background model (UBM). Then, it iteratively
adapts the universal model to each speaker utterance. All adapted models have the
same number of components making this approach adequate to represent segments
with different durations.
In the GMM-UBM approach, the similarity between a test utterance model
(λtest) and one training speaker model (λCi) can be measured via the log-likelihood
ratio [127], is defined as:





{log p(xt|λtest)− log p(xt|λCi)} (6.2)
In (6.2), X = {x1, ...,xT} are feature observations extracted from the T segments of
the test sample, and p(xt|λ) is the GMM density of observation xt.
The second approach used in our comparative analysis is the GMM mean su-
pervector (SV) [127] feature representation method. SV is based on the GMM-UBM
approach. Instead of using all Gaussian components to compute the log-likelihood
ratio in (6.2). The SV uses only the Gaussian mean vectors. Specifically, the SV con-
catenates the mean vectors of all Gaussian components to create one high-dimensional
feature vector. In our experiments, we use K = 100 Gaussian components with 12
dimensional MFCC, PLP, LPCC, and GFCC features. Thus, the dimension of SV
feature vector is 12 ∗ 100 = 1200.
Similar to our proposed BoW and FV feature representation, the main advan-
tage of the SV feature representation is that the low-level features are mapped to
a fixed length feature vector regardless of the speech segment length. Thus, these
features can be classified with standard classifiers such as K-NN or SVM.
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6.8.1.2 Emotion Recognition
The proposed soft bag-of-words (BoW) and Fisher Vector (FV) feature repre-
sentations are also used for the task of speaker emotion recognition. Emotion recog-
nition and speaker identification are two different tasks that can complement each
other. In speaker identification the objective is to distinguish the speaker’s identity
without considering its emotions. Similarly, in emotion recognition the objective is
to identify the emotion of the speech segment regardless of the speaker’s identity.
As in the speaker identification experiments, we analyze and compare our BoW and




We use several measures to analyze and compare the performance of speaker
segmentation algorithms. Two such measures are the false alarm rate (FAR) and the










In (6.3) and (6.4), FA denotes the number of false alarms, MD denotes the number
of misdetections, and GT stands for the actual number of speaker change points, i.e.
the ground truth. A false alarm occurs when a false speaker change point is detected.
A misdetection occurs when an actual speaker change point is not detected by the
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algorithm.
Another category of performance measures are based on precision (PRC),
















F1 = 2 ∗ PRC ∗RCL
PRC +RCL
. (6.7)
In the above, CFC denotes the number of correctly detected change points and
DET denotes the total number of the detected speaker change points, i.e. DET =
CFC + FA.
We should note that the pair of measures (FAR,MDR) and (PRC,RCL)
hold the following relationships:




DET ∗ PRC +RCL ∗ FA
. (6.9)
6.8.2.2 Speaker Identification
For all experiments for speaker identification, we use k-fold cross validation
with k = 5. That is, for each video, we keep 80% of data for training and use the
remaining 20% for testing. We repeat this process 5 times by testing different subsets
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and report the average classification rate of the 5 runs.
We should note that each video segment is processed independently since it
involves different speakers. The reported results are the average over the 15 datasets.
6.8.3 Results and Discussion
6.8.3.1 Speaker Segmentation
We use the Med2 data as an illustrative example for speaker segmentation.
Then, we report results on all simulation videos. First, the entire audio sequence is
down-sampled into fs = 22050Hz wave signal and decomposed into small (25ms)
analysis window frames with 10ms overlap. The dimension of the MFCC features
is set to 12. Thus, for the 7m13s audio data in Med2 video, the MFCC features
correspond to a 43298× 12 dimensional matrix.
Fig. 6.10 displays the results obtained by the ChenBIC segmentation algo-
rithm on Med2 data when λ is varied from 0.5 to 4 with a step of 0.1. Fig. 6.10(a)
shows the FAR and MDR measures as a function of λ. As it can be seen, a low
λ results in a high false alarm rate and a low misdetection rate. As we increase λ,
these two measures move in the opposite direction. That is, the FAR decreases while
the MDR increases. Fig. 6.10(b) illustrates the behavior of the other three measure-
ments (PRC, RCL, and F1). For these measures, a low λ results in high recall but
low precision. As we increase λ, the recall drops and the precision increases. The
precision ceases to increase as λ is increased beyond 2.5. Fig. 6.11 shows a similar




Figure 6.10: Evaluation measures of ChenBIC speaker segmentation method on
Med2 audio data with 12dim MFCC features.
The optimal value of λ depends on the cost of false alarms and the cost of
misdetection. In speaker segmentation, it is better to have an over-segmentation
than an under-segmentation. This is because over-segmentation (i.e. large FAR) is
tolerable and can potentially be fixed in subsequent steps. In particular, two adjacent
segments around a false changing point can be identified in a post-processing step as
belonging to the same speaker class. Thus, false alarms may not have a significant
effect on the final recognition results. On the other hand, the cost of misdetection is
much higher. A misdetection can result in one segment containing speech of multiple
speakers. The features extracted from this segment would combine and average the
characteristics of multiple speakers. Consequently, this type of error cannot be fixed
in post-processing and would result in misclassification in the speaker identification
or emotion recognition step. Based on this analysis, we select the value of λ that
minimizes the misdetection. Using the results displayed in Fig. 6.10 and 6.11, we let
λ = 1 for the 12 dimension MFCC-based segmentation algorithms.




Figure 6.11: Evaluation measures of four speaker segmentation methods on Med2
audio data with 12dim MFCC features. (a) SeqBIC method, (b) DAC1 method, (c)
DAC2 method, (d) DAC3 method.
tation algorithm on Med2 audio data. This figure compares the detected speaker
change points to the location of the 27 actual change points. The algorithm detected
a total of 136 change points, only 20 of these are true changes. The remaining 116
points are false alarms. These false alarms would result in an over-segmentation where
a large number of segments will be fed to the classification step.
Fig. 6.13 shows a more detailed analysis of the results of the DAC3-based
detection algorithm which has the best overall performance. This method detected
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Figure 6.12: Detected changing points by ChenBIC and real changing points in
Med2 audio data. (a) results on the entire audio signal, (b) details of the results
from 215s to 265s.
128 changing points with 24 real ones and 104 false alarms.
All of the BIC-based segmentation algorithms that we analyzed are flexible
and can integrate various features with various dimensions. So far, we have only
compared them using 12-dimensional MFCC features. In the following, we analyze
the performance of the DAC3 algorithm (the one that has the best performance) with
the MFCC, PLP, and their ∆ and ∆∆ features with various dimensions. Fig. 6.14
shows the DAC3-based segmentation evaluation using the MFCC features with differ-
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Figure 6.13: Detected changing points by DAC3 and real changing points in Med2
audio data. (a) results on the whole audio signal, (b) details of the results of the
audio segment from 215s to 265s.
ent dimensions. Fig. 6.15 shows the DAC3-based segmentation results using the PLP
features with different dimensions. For both features, the parameter λ is varied from
0.5 to 4 with a step of 0.1. As it can be seen, the performance of both segmentation
algorithms decreases as the dimensionality of the features increases. For instance,
when λ = 0.7, the RCL is dropped from 89% to 50% and the MDR is increased from
12% to 27% when the dimensionality of the MFCC features is increased from 12 to
36. Similar results were observed with the other segmentation algorithms. Thus, we
can conclude that increasing the dimension of the MFCC or PLP would decrease the
performance of the speaker segmentation algorithm.
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 6.14: Evaluations of DAC3 speaker segmentation method on Med2 audio data
using MFCC features with (a) 12 dimension, (b) 24 dimension, and (c) 36 dimension.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 6.15: Evaluations of DAC3 speaker segmentation method on Med2 audio data
using PLP features with (a) 12 dimension, (b) 20 dimension, and (c) 23 dimension.
Fig. 6.16 compares the DAC3 segmentation results when the ∆ and ∆∆ fea-
tures are added to the 12-dimensional MFCC features. Similarly, Fig. 6.17 compare
the results using the PLP and its ∆ and ∆∆ features. For this experiment, we vary
λ from 3 to 7 with a step of 0.1. This large range of values is needed due to the
larger number of features. As it can be seen, adding the derivative of MFCC or PLP
features did not improve the performance of either segmentation algorithms. In fact,
it may decrease the RCL. This is in addition to the extra computation needed for
these extra features. From Fig. 6.14(a), 6.15(a), we can also conclude that the MFCC
and PLP features generate comparable results.
From the above experiments, we can see that all methods have high FAR val-
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(a) (b)
Figure 6.16: Evaluations of DAC3 based speaker segmentation methods on Med2
audio data with (a) MFCC(12dim)+∆, and (b) MFCC(12dim)+∆+∆∆ features.
(a) (b)
Figure 6.17: Evaluations of DAC3 based speaker segmentation methods on Med2
audio data with (a) PLP(12dim)+∆, and (b) PLP(12dim)+∆+∆∆ features.
ues resulting in low PRC and F1 values. Thus, the overall segmentation results are
not accurate. This poor performance is mainly due to the low quality of the audio
recording and the noisy background. We can also conclude that the DAC3 algorithm
provided the best segmentation results among the five considered methods. The chal-
lenge in speaker segmentation is to detect all speaker changes while keeping the false
alarm rate as low as possible. As we have argued, the cost of a misdectection is much
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higher than the cost of a false alarm. Thus, we should first aim to detect all possible
speaker changing points, and then try to reduce the false alarms as much as possible
without degrading the detection rate.
For the two fusion methods, extrema point-level fusion and distance level fu-
sion, proposed in chapter 3, we first implement the segmentation approaches based
on BIC [53], KL [52] and T 2 [62] respectively. Then, we use the proposed fusion
methods to combine the results of the three algorithms.
Fig. 6.18 compares the FAR and RCL performance measures of the seven
segmentation algorithms on Med2 dataset where λ = 1. As it can be seen, extrema
point-level fusion (SegFusion-1) has the best results with the highest RCL (92.86%),
while distance level fusion (SegFusion-2) obtains 89.29% RCL and a little lower FAR,
DAC-3 has lower RCL (85.7%) but also lower FAR than the two fusion methods.
Figure 6.18: Comparison of the FAR (first bar) and RCL (second bar) of seven
speaker segmentation methods on Med2 audio data with 12dim MFCC features when
λ = 1.
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Table 6.2 reports the results of the seven speaker segmentation algorithms with
MFCC features on all 15 data sets. For each algorithm and each data set, we display
the number of detected changing points and the number of true changes (in (·)). For
instance, for Med1, 204 speaker changes were detected by extrema point-level fusion
and only 24 of them are true changes. As it can be seen, the over-segmentation prob-
lem is an issue for all algorithms. The proposed extrema point-level fusion results
in a larger number of segments than the other methods. This is expected since it
considers three metrics, BIC, KL, and T 2 simultaneously. Distance level fusion has
a slightly fewer number of segments than the extrema point-level fusion. This is due

































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 6.19: Statistics of the RCL measure values over the 15 data sets of the seven
methods with MFCC and PLP features. For each algorithm, the box represents the
statistics of the values, the red line is the median, the edges of the box are the 25th
and 75th percentiles.
Figure 6.19 summarizes the statistics of the RCL measure over the 15 data
sets of the seven segmentation methods. As it can be seen, extrema point-level fusion
(Fusion1) obtains a higher RCL rate than other methods (about 8% percent improve-
ment). The performance of the distance level fusion (Fusion2), on the other hand, is
not consistent over all 15 data sets.
Figure 6.20 displays the statistics of the FAR measure over the 15 data sets of
the seven segmentation methods. As it can be seen, all methods have a large number
of false alarms. This is due mainly to the noisy nature of the data (as justified earlier).
Also, there is a significant variation of the FAR among the different data sets. The
extrema point-level fusion has a slightly higher FAR rate than most methods.
By identifying more segments, it is more likely that more of the true changing
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Figure 6.20: Statistics of the FAR measure values over the 15 data sets of the seven
methods with MFCC and PLP features.
points can be detected. As we have argued earlier, the cost of a misdetection is much
higher than the cost of a false alarm. In other words, subsequent processing steps
can remedy the over-segmentation caused by false alarms but not the misdetected
changing points. Thus, the proposed extrema point-level fusion is a better choice for
the speaker segmentation task.
In the above analysis, seven speaker segmentation methods were implemented
and compared. Several variations of the MFCC and PLP features were extracted
from audio after classification-based silence removal. Most segmentation algorithms
produce an acceptable misdetection rate at the expense of a high false alarm rate.
The performance of all algorithms is highly dependent on the quality of the record-
ing. For the single metric, the DAC3 segmentation algorithm has the best overall
performance. Our proposed two fusion approaches, extrema point-level fusion and
distance level fusion, have also achieved promising results. In the next sections, we
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use these segmented results of the extrema point-level fusion to perform subsequent
speaker identification and emotion recognition steps.
6.8.3.2 Speaker Identification
First, the proposed bag of words features (C-BoW, F-BoW, and P-BoW), as
described in Section 4.2, are constructed from four different low-level features, i.e.
MFCC, PLP, LPCC, and GFCC. Then, we evaluate and compare their performance
based on the K-NN classifier.
For the K-NN classifier, first we experiment with several measures to compute
the dissimilarity between two histogram features (i.e. vectors mapped to histograms
using bag of words representation). In particular, we use chi-square statistics (CS),
histogram intersection (HI), Jensen-Shannon divergence (JS), Kolmogorov-Smirnov
distance (KS), Kullback-Leibler divergence (KL), match distance (MD), diffusion dis-
tance (DD), and cosine distance (CD). The speaker recognition accuracies, averaged
over the 15 datasets, using the MFCC features with a K-NN classifier (K=7), are
displayed in Table 6.3. As it can be seen, the cosine distance (CD) has the best
performance for the crisp, fuzzy, and possibilistic bag of words representations. Sim-
ilar results are obtained for the PLP, LPCC, and GFCC features, as well as for the
proposed FV feature representation method. Thus, for the remaining experiments,
the cosine distance will be used within the K-NN classifier to compare our features
to other classifiers and features.
In a second experiment, we compare the speaker identification accuracy of the
proposed soft BoW feature mappings using MFCC features with the K-NN, NB, and
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TABLE 6.3
Classification rate of the K-NN classifier using the proposed soft bag of words repre-
sentation of MFCC features and various distance measures
Dist. Type C-BoW F-BoW P-BoW
Eu 0.756 0.775 0.77
CS 0.742 0.766 0.758
HI 0.752 0.765 0.752
JS 0.545 0.571 0.552
KS 0.792 0.809 0.799
KL 0.555 0.573 0.564
MD 0.793 0.808 0.803
DD 0.715 0.734 0.739
CD 0.794 0.816 0.806
Figure 6.21: Performance of the crisp, fuzzy, and possibilistic BoW using MFCC
features with the KNN, SVM, and NB classifiers
SVM classifiers. The results are reported in Figure 6.21. First, we notice that the NB
classifier outperforms the K-NN and SVM classifiers for the crisp, fuzzy, and possi-
bilistic cases. Second, on average, the soft (fuzzy and possibilistic) feature mappings
outperform the crisp mapping. Similar results were obtained for the PLP, LPCC, and
GFCC features.
In a third experiment, we evaluate the performance of the proposed FV rep-
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Figure 6.22: Performance of the Fisher Vector representation using MFCC, PLP, and
LPCC features with the KNN and SVM classifiers
resentation for each extracted feature using two types of classifiers: K-NN, and
SVM [131]. We report the results of the K-NN with the cosine distance, and SVM
with linear kernel. For each classifier, we compare the performance of the MFCC,
PLP, and LPCC based FV feature representation methods. The results are reported
in Figure 6.22. As it can be seen, the K-NN classifier outperforms the SVM linear
kernel classifier for all three features
In a fourth experiment, using the best settings for our methods (BoW with
NB classifier and FV with KNN) and compare them to existing speaker identifica-
tion algorithms: GMM-UBM [99], GMM mean supervector [127] with K-NN classifier
(SV-KNN) and SVM classifier (SV-SVM), as described in section 6.8.1.1. The results
for different low-level features are reported in Figures 6.23 - 6.26. As it can be seen,
for all 4 features, both soft feature mapping coupled with the NB classifier and Fisher
Vector with KNN classifier outperform the state of the art methods. The FV features
have a slight improvement over the fuzzy and possibilistic BoW. The p-value between
FV-KNN and SV-KNN is 0.0002, which is much smaller than 0.05, indicating the
significant improvement for our proposed method.
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Figure 6.23: Comparison of the classification accuracy of soft BoW feature mappings
(C-BoW, F-BoW, and P-BoW) using the NB classifier and FV feature mapping with
KNN classifier with GMM-UBM, GMM mean supervector with K-NN (SV-KNN) and
SVM (SV-SVM) using MFCC features. The results are averaged over 15 datasets.
Figure 6.24: Comparison of the classification accuracy of soft BoW feature mappings
(C-BoW, F-BoW, and P-BoW) using the NB classifier and FV feature mapping with
KNN classifier with GMM-UBM, GMM mean supervector with K-NN (SV-KNN) and
SVM (SV-SVM) using PLP features. The results are averaged over 15 datasets.
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Figure 6.25: Comparison of the classification accuracy of soft BoW feature mappings
(C-BoW, F-BoW, and P-BoW) using the NB classifier and FV feature mapping with
KNN classifier with GMM-UBM, GMM mean supervector with K-NN (SV-KNN) and
SVM (SV-SVM) using LPCC features. The results are averaged over 15 datasets.
Figure 6.26: Comparison of the classification accuracy of soft BoW feature mappings
(C-BoW, F-BoW, and P-BoW) using the NB classifier and FV feature mapping with
KNN classifier with GMM-UBM, GMM mean supervector with K-NN (SV-KNN) and
SVM (SV-SVM) using GFCC features. The results are averaged over 15 datasets.
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From Figures 6.23 - 6.26, we also note that the classification results of all al-
gorithms have large standard deviations. This means that the classification rates are
high for some data sets and low for others. This is because the performance of all
algorithms is highly dependent on the quality of the audio and the pre-segmentation
results. For some data sets, the accuracy rates can be over 90%. This is because
these simulations include both male and female speakers (it is relatively easier to
discriminate between speakers of different gender). Additional factors that can yield
accurate speaker identification include: (1) higher recording quality, (2) more clear
pronunciation, (3) better segmentation results.
The analysis of the mis-classified speaker segments shows that all methods fail
when the segment contains multi-speakers. We have also observed that some seg-
ments are correctly classified by our BoW-based methods while misclassified by the
GMM-UBM/SV-based method. These are typically very short segments where the
data is not sufficient to estimate the GMM components efficiently.
Our results have also indicated that PLP features provide a slightly better
discrimination than the MFCC, LPCC, or GFCC features.
6.8.3.3 Semi-supervised Speaker Identification
In the previous section, we reported the results of various speaker identification
methods that use a standard supervised learning approach. In these methods, 80% of
the data were labeled and used to train a classifier. The remaining 20% were assumed
unlabeled and used to test the classifier. In this section, we report the results of using
the semi-supervised learning algorithm described in Section 5.3. For this experiment,
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Figure 6.27: Classification accuracy of the FV feature mapping with a K-NN classifier
using MFCC features, as we vary the percentage of labeled data.
we vary the percentage of labeled data from 10% to 90% by an increment of 10% and
report the classification results of the unlabeled data. This experiment is performed
using the proposed FV feature mapping with MFCC, PLP, and LPCC features. The
results are reported in Figures 6.27 - 6.29. As it can be seen, the accuracy improves
significantly as we increase the percentage of labeled samples from 10% to 40%. How-
ever, increasing the percentage of labeled samples beyond 50% provide only a slight
improvement in classifying unlabeled samples.
In Figure 6.30, we compare the speaker identification accuracy using stan-
dard supervised learning with a K-NN classifier (as reported in Section 6.8.3.2) with
semi-supervised learning with 80% labeled samples (i.e. both methods use the same
percentage of labeled samples). As it can be seen, one advantage of using the semi-
supervised approach is that reasonable results can be obtained using very few labeled
samples (10%). This is a desirable feature in speaker identification as the labeling
process can be tedious.
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Figure 6.28: Classification accuracy of the FV feature mapping with a K-NN classifier
using PLP features, as we vary the percentage of labeled data.
Figure 6.29: Classification accuracy of the FV feature mapping with a K-NN classifier
using LPCC features, as we vary the percentage of labeled data.
6.8.3.4 Emotion Recognition
Training a classifier for emotion recognition requires a large collection of la-
beled training data. Unfortunately, our 15 data sets are not labeled with respect to
the speaker’s emotion and labeling them is a tedious task. Instead, we use existing
public data sets for training, and we test the learned classifiers on our data.
Many databases have been used for audio and/or video based emotion recogni-
tion [96]. In our experiments, to evaluate the performance of the proposed soft BoW
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Figure 6.30: Comparison the speaker identification accuracy using standard super-




Anger Boredom Disgust Fear Happiness Sadness Neutral Total
Male 60 35 11 36 27 25 39 233
Female 67 46 35 33 44 37 40 302
Total 127 81 46 69 71 62 79 535
and FV feature representation approaches on speech emotion recognition, we use a
well-known public free database, named Berlin Emotional database (EMO-DB). It
contains about 535 utterances by 10 speakers (5 male and 5 female speakers). Seven
emotional states are represented in this data: anger (A), boredom (B), disgust (D),
anxiety/fear (F), happiness (H), sadness (S), and neutral (N). A total of 233 ut-
terances were spoken by males, and the remaining 302 utterances were spoken by
females. Each utterance is 2 to 4 seconds long. Table 6.4 summarizes the statistics
of the EMO-DB database.
First, 12 dimensional low-level features are extracted from each emotional seg-
ment in the database. Then, features are mapped to histograms using our BoW and
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TABLE 6.5
EMO-DB speakers emotion recognition based on MFCC feature
Male Female Mix
SV-KNN 0.698 0.714 0.697
SV-SVM 0.758 0.766 0.722
C-BoW-NB 0.772 0.793 0.77
F-BoW-NB 0.81 0.823 0.808
P-BoW-NB 0.785 0.803 0.78
FV-KNN 0.822 0.859 0.828
FV methods.
As in speaker identification, we use a NB classifier for the BoW mappings and a
K-NN classifier for the FV mapping. We compare the results to those obtained using
the GMM mean supervector [127] with K-NN classifier (SV-KNN), and SVM classi-
fier (SV-SVM) [129]. We compare the different methods using 4 different features:
MFCC, PLP, LPCC, and GFCC. We report the results using subsets of the data that
contain either male or female speakers as well as the results using all speakers. As
in earlier experiments, for GMM mean supervector methods, we set the number of
Gaussian components to 100. The number of Gaussian components in FV feature is
also set 100. For the soft BoW methods, the initial number of prototypes for each
emotion class is set to 20.
The results are reported in Tables 6.5 - 6.8. As it can be seen, for all 4 features,
the proposed BoW and FV mappings outperform existing methods. The FV features
have a slight improvement over the soft BoW features.
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TABLE 6.6
EMO-DB speakers emotion recognition based on PLP feature
Male Female Mix
SV-KNN 0.68 0.67 0.661
SV-SVM 0.783 0.776 0.754
C-BoW-NB 0.812 0.828 0.819
F-BoW-NB 0.822 0.846 0.831
P-BoW-NB 0.83 0.852 0.836
FV-KNN 0.831 0.866 0.85
TABLE 6.7
EMO-DB speakers emotion recognition based on LPCC feature
Male Female Mix
SV-KNN 0.767 0.783 0.772
SV-SVM 0.792 0.811 0.803
C-BoW-NB 0.8 0.813 0.806
F-BoW-NB 0.842 0.865 0.84
P-BoW-NB 0.812 0.835 0.818
FV-KNN 0.843 0.872 0.825
TABLE 6.8
EMO-DB speakers emotion recognition based on GFCC feature
Male Female Mix
SV-KNN 0.676 0.683 0.677
SV-SVM 0.711 0.735 0.713
C-BoW-NB 0.702 0.721 0.71
F-BoW-NB 0.74 0.769 0.745
P-BoW-NB 0.72 0.741 0.714
FV-KNN 0.738 0.769 0.72
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6.9 Content-based Segmentation and Retrieval of Medical Simulation
Video
The proposed components, including speaker segmentation, speaker identifi-
cation, and emotion recognition algorithms, are integrated within a graphical user
interface (GUI) to help the physician review and navigate through the video simula-
tions. Figure 6.31 illustrates the flowchart of the developed GUI to aid the physician
review medical simulation video. First, the physician selects one of the simulations
from the database and identifies the speakers involved in the simulation. The system
then loads the model of each selected speaker (from previous training). Second, the
audio stream is extracted from the video, preprocessed, and segmented. Third, a
speaker is assigned to each segment using a trained classifier. Finally, the results are
presented to the user in an intuitive and interactive format. For each segment, we
display its length (in seconds) and the confidence of the speaker’s identity, speech
emotion, and other relevant information. The physician can select any of segments
and play the video clip.
Figure 6.32 shows the initial interface of our GUI. It requires the user to pro-
vide 3 input parameters: (1) video session to be processed; (2) File that has the
parameters of trained models of all speakers in the database, and (3) File that has
all parameters setting. Several key components are designed to display various infor-
mation in multiple panels. Panel 1 allows the user to play the original loaded video.
Panel 2 shows the speakers that have trained models in the database. Panel 3 is used
to play a selected video segment that was identified to belong to a given speaker.
Panel 4 is used to show the speaker’s identification or emotion recognition results.
Panel 5 is used to display the number of segments identified by each speaker. Panel
6 is used to display a transcript of the selected video segment, and panel 7 is used for
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Figure 6.31: Flowchart of developed GUI to aid the physician in reviewing medical
simulation data.
the emotion recognition results.
Figure 6.33 shows the parameters settings for various stages of our system.
These include audio preprocessing, audio feature selection, feature setting, speaker
segmentation algorithms, speaker identification or emotion recognition algorithms.
Some of these features and algorithms are those proposed in this dissertation. Others
are existing methods used in our comparison and analysis.
Figure 6.34 displays sample results from the speaker identification component.
At the bottom of this figure, we display the statistics of this simulation. For instance,
in Panel A we display the total time used by each speaker. In Panel B, we show a
chronological order of when and how long each person spoke.
Figure 6.35 shows sample results from the emotion recognition component.
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Similar to the speaker identification results, the speakers’ information for each emo-
tion are provided in panel B, and the emotion recognition result (with probability for
every selected segment) is shown in panel A.
Figure 6.32: Initial interface of the GUI with descriptor of its 7 panels.
Using this simple GUI, the physician can efficiently identify ”Who Spoke,
When, and what was the emotion”. This is very important because the physician
needs to review these video simulations on a regular basis. This segmentation and
visualization system can also generate simple, but very useful statistics that summa-
rize the entire simulation session in a completely unsupervised way. For instance, it
can provide the percentage of time during which each speaker spoke. Typically, it
is expected that the resident/nurse uses less time than the patient. The proposed
interface could also be used to identify segments where the patient was interrupted,
tone of voice, etc.
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Figure 6.33: Various parameters that the user can modify. Each parameter has a
default value that was optimized in our experiment.
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Figure 6.34: Visualization of the speaker identification results.
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Figure 6.35: Visualization of the emotion recognition results.
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CHAPTER 7
CONCLUSIONS AND POTENTIAL FUTURE WORK
7.1 Conclusions
We have developed and implemented methods for the extraction, integration,
analysis, and presentation of knowledge from video recordings of medical simulations.
Our goal was to provide the physicians with tools to efficiently retrieve video shots
that relate to ”who spoke, when, and what was the emotion of the speaker”.
Three main area were researched: speaker segmentation, speaker identifica-
tion, and emotion recognition. The objective of the speaker segmentation is to detect
speaker change boundaries in an audio stream and segment the corresponding video
into shots, where only one speaker should be included within each shot. Speaker
segmentation provides a fundamental preprocessing step for speaker identification
and emotion recognition. In our approach, first, the audio component is extracted
from the video recording. Then, various low-level audio features are extracted to
detect and remove silence segments. We implemented, tested, and compared two
different approaches for this task. The remaining speech (non-silent) segments are
analyzed further to identify speaker changing points and locate the corresponding
video shots. For this speaker segmentation task, we proposed two methods that can
fuse the intermediate results of multiple segmentation algorithms. These are the
extrema point-level fusion, and the distance level fusion algorithms. We compared
our proposed methods with five different speaker segmentation algorithms: Bayesian
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Information Criteria (BIC) segmentation [53], sequential BIC [70], and three Divide-
and-Conquer (DAC) based methods [71]. We showed that our methods can detect
more true speaker changing points resulting in more pure segments for further pro-
cessing.
In speaker identification, each segment is classified into a predefined class. For
this component, we proposed two feature representation methods: soft bag-of-words
(BoW) mapping and Fisher Vector (FV) mapping. BoW feature mapping transforms
low-level audio streams to more meaningful feature descriptors using two main steps:
(1) clustering of low-level speech features and prototype generation, and (2) member-
ship mapping (crisp, fuzzy, or possibilistic) and histogram-based feature construction.
FV feature mapping is a generalization of the BoW feature representation. It uses
the Fisher Kernel principle and combines the benefits of generative and discrimina-
tive approaches by computing the gradient of the sample log-likelihood with respect
to the model parameters. The main advantage of the proposed BoW and FV map-
pings is that speech segments of different lengths are mapped to feature vectors of
equal dimensions. Thus, standard classifiers could be used for this task. Using 15
simulation sessions, we showed that our feature mappings, coupled with standard
classifiers, outperform state-of-the-art algorithms for both speaker identification and
emotion recognition.
Data labeling, for the purpose of classifiers’ training, is a tedious and time con-
suming task. Thus, if an additional speaker is added to the simulation database, a
considerable amount of time would be needed to collect and label speech segments for
this speaker. An alternative approach is to use semi-supervised learning where only
a limited amount of labeled data is needed and the learning algorithm will label the
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remaining data based on its proximity to the labeled data. In our developed system,
we used the proposed FV feature representation and adapted a learning algorithm
that is based on label propagation. We showed that this semi-supervised approach
can perform as good as a completely supervised approach using only 30% to 40% of
the labeled data.
We have integrated the above components and developed a GUI prototype that
processes medical simulation video and allows doctors to browse videos and retrieve
shots that identify ”who spoke, when, and what was the emotion of the speaker”.
The GUI prototype also generates summary statistics such as: for how long did each
person spoke? What is the longest uninterrupted speech segment? Is there an un-
usual large number of pauses within the speech segment of a given speaker?
The performance of the proposed system can be improved by upgrading and
adding sensors to the current data collection system. For instance, by making each
speaker wear a microphone, the quality of the audio can improve significantly. In
addition to improving the recognition rates, improved audio quality may make it
possible to transcribe the speech segments. Similarly, using a camera with higher
resolution will make it possible to use visual cues such as facial expressions, or when
one of the speakers leaves/enters the room.
7.2 Potential Future Work
In our current system, silence is detected in the initial preprocessing steps of
the audio and is not used in any subsequent steps. However, silence can be a good
feature that provides additional information. For example, silence occurring between
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the speech of two different speakers may have a difference meaning from silence occur-
ring within the same speaker’s speech segments. The latter may indicate confusion
or a change of the speakers’ emotions. In future work, the location and duration of
silence segments will be investigated.
Another potential future work is to use our system to generate input to the
Roter Interaction Analysis System (RIAS) [132–134]. RIAS has been developed to
analyze doctor-patient communication during conventional face-to-face consultations.
It is used to quantify communication events, which may be correlated with patient,
provider, and system attributes and health outcomes. Currently, manually extracted
features that relate to who spoke, when, and for how long are used as input. Our
developed system could be used to analyze video simulations and generate the input
parameters of RIAS with minimal user interaction.
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